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Hockey U14A
The U14 A team enjoyed a remarkable season this
year. Buoyed by an immense win record, they
played every game with style and composure
well beyond their years. The season was a busy
one, in which they played 26 games, including the
Nomads tour to Jeppe in Johannesburg. While the
season started with some setbacks, including two
losses in the first four games, the team improved
every week throughout the season, striking fear
into the opposition. At one stage, they enjoyed an
11 match winning streak, which included victories
over Hilton College, Glenwood, Parktown Boys
and rivals Aﬃes. When one considers how many
members of the team were selected for provincial
representation, it is clear that this is a talented group
of hockey players. From their skills on the field to
their likeability oﬀ it, it truly was a privilege to work
with these young men:
Matthew Glover
Matthew captained the side brilliantly this season,
and sets an excellent example for his teammates. His
leadership, responsibility and motivation inspired
the players in every game. As the regular left half,
Matthew’s tenacity and skill in defence prevented
the opposition from goal scoring opportunities in
every match. He certainly has a great hockey career
ahead of him at Boys High.
Zander Taljaard
Goaltenders are often the unsung heroes in hockey,
and Zander was no diﬀerent. I think we often took
for granted that he would make four or five saves a
game, and Zander always delivered in style. Having
only kept for one year so far, he has shown that he
possesses the skills necessary to perform at a high
level, and I am sure he will continue to do so.
Tyron Denton
Often the joker in the team, Tyron oﬀered much
light-hearted humour oﬀ the field which eased
tensions. However, his performances on the field
were anything but light-hearted. He played a crucial
role in the sweeper position, preventing countless
attacks as the last line of defence. His role in taking
the 16 yard hits was also vital.
Jarryd Brown
Jarryd is a versatile player who has excellent pace
and ball control. He made the right half position
his own, and gave the team an extra edge with both
his attacking and defensive capabilities. He put in a
number of “Man of the Match” performances and
had a particularly impressive Nomads tour to Jeppe.
Mark Lamprecht
Mark was a stalwart in the middle of the field this
year, and is one of the hardest workers I have ever
seen on the astro. He went into every tackle with
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strength and skill, winning hits and distributing the
ball with ease. He also played a vital role in the short
corners and was a force going forward and working
with Mark Chong. His commitment to the sport is
incredible.
Freddie von Maltitz
It is very clear that Fred takes hockey very seriously
and thus he was one of the most focussed and
determined players in the team. Switching between
the right link and right wing positions, Freddie’s
skill and poise were the main catalyst for a number
of goals and victories. As vice-captain of the team,
he set a good example to the rest of the team by
putting 100% into every practice session and match.
Michael Sinclair
Michael was one of the most improved players this
season, who went from being a regular substitute to
a regular starter. He dominated the left side of the
field with his accurate passing and vision. His big
hit also ensured that opposition defenders would
back oﬀ when he was in possession, which led to a
number of chance creations.
Oliver Eggers
Judging by Ollie’s amiable and gregarious nature,
one wouldn’t think he was capable of making
enemies on the field, but his ability to compete for
the ball with players twice his size did just that.
Ollie played in just about every position beside
goaltender this season, and his contributions all
over the field were immense. He is determined and
passionate about the sport, and this will serve him
well in the future.
Jordan Grant
Jordan is a talented and skilful player who
produced a number of impressive performances
in the link positions this season. He has brilliant
close ball control which makes him a nightmare
for opposition defences. He provided a number of
assists to the forwards, and produced a number of
game-changing performances.
TK Khanyile
TK joined the team halfway through the season after
a series of impressive performances for the B team,
and he certainly continued that form for the rest
of the season. He is a versatile player whose high
work rate won countless turnovers. If TK continues
to work at improving in the sport, I am confident
that he will enjoy a successful hockey career at Boys
High.
Mark Chong
Mark is simply an exceptional all-round hockey
player. He was one of the main cogs in the system,
controlling play at centre link and running hard at
the opposition. It is impossible to find a weakness

in his game, and his commitment to the team was
never in question. He provided the majority of goal
assists and gave a number of “Man of the Match”
performances along the way.
Coennie Middel
There will always be a player who contributes
immeasurably on the field and doesn’t always get the
credit he deserves, and this season it was Coennie.
He played predominantly in the left wing position,
and his hard work oﬀ and on the ball provided the
rest of the team with many goals. He is selfless,
skilful on the ball and has a good shot, which are
all the qualities that a great attacking player needs
to possess.
Daegan Oosthuizen
Daegan is another of the versatile players in the
team who played in the links and at right wing. He
is a skilful player who is able to hold up the ball in
wide positions excellently. He provided a diﬀerent
option going forward, giving the opposition defence
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headaches in a number of matches. I am sure that
he will continue to go from strength to strength in
hockey.
Donovan Ferreira
Undoubtedly the star player of the season, Donovan
scored more than 50 goals and provided a number
of assists. His strength and shot power were hard
to miss, but he also possesses a brilliant touch and
has phenomenal ball control. He started the season
in defence, but his contributions in the opposition
half were so vital for the team that he became a
permanent fixture in the forward position. His
match-winning performances were outstanding this
season.
O Field
Coach
2012 Record
P 26 W 18 D 5 L 3

2

4

1. Dealon Campbell at a penalty corner with Matthew Harris looking on
2. Keagan van Veenhuyzen full of concentration

3. Chris Hemans controlling the ball
4. U16 As defending a penalty corner against Maritzburg College
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Hockey U14B
Regular Players: Glen Thatcher; Jacob Cloete; Gary
Jenkins; Nick Lofthouse; Xander van Eeden; Ruan de
Villiers; Michael Manley; Dirk Coetzee; Justin Sparks;
Daniel Plaatjes; Jason Kearney; Leonard Haskins;
Muhammed Cassim.
The U14B team remained relatively well settled
throughout the season and recorded some
memorable wins against some tough opposition.
Of the 16 matches played, we won 11, drew 2,
and lost 3. The three losses were against Maritzburg
College (both home and away) and Grey College.
The highlight of the season was undoubtedly the
turn-around win against KES at home, after a very
soft draw to them in the first fixture of the season in

Kevin Pietersen all smiles after a tough game

Johannesburg. With double headers against Aﬃes,
these matches were always going to be tough, and
hard-fought wins over a determined Aﬃes U14B team
in both fixtures was something to add to the record
books.
I thank the boys who played throughout the season,
especially our captain, Duncan Lötter, who did a fine
job. It was a pleasure to arrive at the practices and to
be greeted by fourteen smiling faces all keen to play
hockey. All I had to do was give a pep-talk and the
boys had the discipline to get themselves ready. It was
this attitude which made the team so successful.
Mr Dion Wright
Coach

Mathew Harris beating the defender

Hockey U14C
The season has been a successful one for the U14C
Hockey side. Winning most of their matches is proof
of the commitment and dedication which the boys put
into their hockey this year. The boys displayed good
sportsmanship both on and oﬀ the field. The team
spirit was shaped through some disappointing losses
and some marvellous victories throughout the season.
Highlights of the season include two comprehensive
victories over Parktown and St Albans. In both cases
we scored 6 goals with no reply from the opposition.
The hallmark of these two games was the team’s
distribution of the ball between interlinking players
and the unity amongst the team. However, the
biggest game of the year was the home fixture against
Maritzburg College. The team played brilliant hockey
for most of the game against a strong Maritzburg side.
Unfortunately, in the dying moments of the game,
Maritzburg College scored and we lost the game
which we so desired to win. The integrity shown
by the Boys High team in such a disappointing loss
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was remarkable. I was proud to be associated with
a team that behaved and played in the manner that
was evident on that day. In the following week we
regrouped and beat Aﬃes 2–1 for the fourth time and
finished the season in high spirits.
The team was captained and led by Brandon
Pillay. Kelly Adera, Keagan Allin and Kristoﬀ Stoltz
were regular goal scorers, supported by Ben Uys
and Alex Swart. The midfield was made-up of Slade
Robinson, Thato Makinta and Tyler Michael. The
defensive unit of the team consistently included
Kyle Tiley, Francois le Roux, Ajay van der Walt.
I thank every team member for this successful
season; it was a privilege to coach this team. It was
wonderful to see each player develop throughout
the season. I look forward to watching your
development in the future.
Mr John Webber
Coach

We had a very busy and a successful season, playing
twelve league games and seven friendlies. Our
strongest opponents were Maritzburg College who
beat us at home and away.
Danté Broere agreed to become goalkeeper at the
beginning of the season and grew in confidence.
Only six goals were scored against us while we
amassed thirty-four goals.
Keyashan Chinsamy captained the team for most
of the season. He earned the respect of the team, and
as a centre back he was able to mould the backs into
a formidable defensive line.
Avikar Maharaj proved to be very eﬀective as a
sweeper. He was calm under pressure and good at
clearing the ball out of the D.
Luke Warren was tenacious at right back, often
carrying the ball deep into the opponents’ half.
Jarod Connell as left back was solid in defence
and was a mean hitter of the ball. What he lacked in
speed he made up in solid defence.
Jared Rauﬀ started the season as a link and then
was moved to striker. He was
responsible for scoring many of the goals.
Ivan Louw played at right link and was eﬀective
in moving the ball upfield and coming back in
defence.
Ben Pietersen played centre link and with his long
strides was often able to reach the ball first and work
it upfield to the forwards.
Dylan Pietersen as link, combined well with his
wing and showed good ball control.
Mohammed Moosa played a link position, also
showed a good ball control and worked well with
the forwards.
Jason Price, as wing, was always well positioned
in the opponents’ D to take the cross pass and scored
a number of goals.
Christian Groenewald led the team in the warm

Grant Grobbelaar keeping the ball on the stick

up sessions. He was very speedy as a wing and
made some strong runs down the wing. He often
tended to dribble the ball too far ahead and have it
taken by an opponent.
Joshua Coles proved to be a dependable back
who combined well with the other backs in securing
our defence.
Tyron Hills played both in the link and wing
positions and showed a marked improvement
towards the end of the season with some exceptional
cross field passes which led to goals being scored.
I thank all the parents who supported us on
Saturdays, and in particular, Mr Rauﬀ who gave the
team sound advice on tactics.
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Hockey U14D

Mr Peter Noonan
Coach
Results
League
vs

Hoërskool Tuine
PBHS U14E
Hoërskool Waterkloof
Hoërskool Zwartkop
Woodox
AHS
Hoërskool Eldoraigne
Midstream College
Southdowns
AHS

Friendlies
vs
Jeppe
Maritzburg College
Jeppe
St Benedicts
KES
St Johns
Maritzburg College

Won/Lost
W (6–0)
W (3–0)
D (0–0)
W (2–0)
D (0–0
W (4–1)
W (4–0)
L (0–1)
L (2–1)
W (4–1)
W (2–0)
L (0–1)
W (1–0)
W (1–0)
W (1–0)
W (2–0)
L (1–0)

Fabio Dearling showing good technique with the push
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Hockey U14E
The energetic and enthusiastic E-team! Most U14E
team hockey players had never hit a hockey ball
when they arrived for their first practice, but this
never dampened any spirit. With a steep learning
curve, the basics and rules needed to be learnt
quickly. Playing mostly U14A and B teams in the
Pretoria League, the boys did well to achieve the
final tally of four wins, two draws and six losses.
The season ended with a friendly 1–0 victory over
the Girls High U14B and C teams.
Raj Das and Enrico De Abreu were a formidable
force along the wing, crossing the ball perfectly on
several occasions into the top of the circle. Delano
Signorellli and Ariel Fine, both fast-paced and
determined,placed pressure on our opposition’s
defence. Chistan Slogrove, as centre-link, controlled
the game, distributing the ball nicely. Robert Golob
as right-link played with the most commitment in
the team, tackling and dribbling with speed and
agility. David Wiggill, Kilaan Chetty and David
Slabbert helped us out in the mid-field when legs
were tired, and showed that having composure and
a good temperament can lift the game.
Towards the end of the season, the Alex-duo

(Retter and Piennaar), in the position of right-back,
defended like heroes and prevented many goals
from being scored. Calvin Boonzaier and Brandon
Horn were dedicated and versatile players, always
ready to play where needed. Hugh White (the team’s
very own Gamtoos) took excellent sixteen-yard hits,
baﬄing the opposition. Phumlani Mtsweni, the
bravest member, was like a brick-wall, defending
low and clearing many shots. Otsile, Adnaan, Lwazi,
Emile, Nkosinathi and Mikael joined us for some
practices and games. Prashiv Radia put in a great
deal of eﬀort as goal-keeper and even got special
lessons from the first team goalie.
We thank Mr Keith Gibbs, Ms Janeke Nel and
Corbin Bosch for their help throughout the season.
The unfailing support of the boys’ parents was much
appreciated. To the boys, thank you for the many
laughs, following through with fitness sessions
(even though sometimes reluctantly), sharing
unforgettable memories and always showing what
Boys High spirit is all about!
Ms Joanne Beckwith
Coach

U14E Hockey Team
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1. Corné van Pletzen giving instructions
2. Keagan van Veenhuyzen on the ball
3. Ryan Todd eliminating a defender

2

4

6
4. Philip Hendry executing the reverse stick paddle
5. Llewellyn Strydom on the ball with Calvin Nascimento in support against KES
6. Philip Hendry getting ready for action
The Pretorian
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1st XV Rugby
The season kicked oﬀ in January with the 1st XV
squad assembling on the day before school began
for a battery of fitness tests before the pre-season
training commenced. Two months of pre-season
followed during which the foundations for the
season ahead were laid and the squad of forty-odd
was whittled down to the final twenty-two.
As has become the norm over the past several
years, our pre-season warm-up match was a fixture
against Hoërskool Kempton Park before playing the
2nd XV, after which we were able to select the starting
XV to play against KES.
With KES having reinvented themselves as a
rugby school over the past five years, to head oﬀ
to play them in Johannesburg as the season opener
(which we do every year) is no easy task. It was a
match for which we were certainly well prepared,
and we looked forward to the encounter. Despite a
rampant first twenty minutes against a quality side,
our defence held firm and we were able to weather
the storm before clawing our way back into the game.
More second half possession and an outstanding
performance from the forwards on attack ensured
that we earned a confidence-boosting result–beating
KES in this opening for the first time in four years.
There is no doubt that this result put this team’s
ability into perspective. This was a team that had
the personnel and the ability to do more than
simply compete with the best the country has to
oﬀer. Unfortunately the very next match was also to
reveal an interesting hand. After the high of the KES
result we were to experience the first of a number
of lows in our match against St Stithians, as a result
of an inconsistency which would constantly plague
our year. In a game in which we had to call on our
third hooker in twenty minutes, we were simply not
as eﬀective as we should have been, and allowed
too many scoring opportunities to slip by, forcing
ourselves to play some serious catch-up rugby. This
was not the result we had wanted heading into to
the KES Easter Rugby Festival.
This inconsistency would prove to turn the next
seven matches into a topsy-turvy and frustrating
aﬀair. Wins against a Lions XV, Hoërskool
Lichtenberg, and Parktown would be interrupted
by losses against St Andrews, Maritzburg College
and Swartkops. All were matches which we really
should have won.
The turning point of the season came after a heavy
defeat to AHS where, once again, our Jekyll and
Hyde approach to the year reared its ugly head. This
too was a match of inconsistent proportions with the
team conceding two very early, and in total four, first
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half tries, only to come back strongly in the second
half and match the opposition in every department.
Perhaps it was this result which bumped the team
on track. Despite a very average set of results, this
was the first time we had lost two matches in a row,
but it would also prove to be the beginning of a very
good run.
In the next ten matches the team remained
undefeated. After the AHS match there were six
further domestic fixtures before we embarked upon
our much anticipated four match tour of Zimbabwe.
Despite the good run of results, our performances
remained frustrating, playing at times superb
rugby but at other times poorly. During the six local
matches there is no doubt that our best performance
was reserved for the return fixture against KES.
Playing against our traditional rivals, we once again
defended well and had the attacking game to match,
winning a hard fought aﬀair in satisfying style.
It was with great momentum and excitement that
we headed north of our borders to embark on a twelve
day and four match tour of Zimbabwe. The longanticipated tour proved to be all that we had hoped
it would be. While on tour the team managed to win
all four of their matches, which we enjoyed as much
as the experience of travelling to a foreign country.
The rugby played was once again inconsistent,
resulting in a good match against Peterhouse, a
constructive performance against St George’s, a
poor eﬀort against St John’s and a one-sided aﬀair
against Falcon. Over and above the rugby, it was
a fantastic experience for the boys. Being exposed
to these renowned Zimbabwean schools, meeting
and being hosted by their Zimbabwean peers, white
water rafting and simply being exposed to another
country were in themselves an education. I have no
doubt that long after the rugby has been forgotten
many of these boys will remember Zimbabwe, the
country and its people. Considering that the boys
had been eating, drinking and sleeping rugby since
the beginning of the year it was with welcome relief
that we entered into a ten day break on our return,
before returning to duty for the final three fixtures
of the year.
To have to play the likes of Grey College,
Maritzburg and AHS in any season is indeed a
daunting task. To have to play them in succession as
your last three matches of the year is an even bigger
task. Having said this it was with much anticipation,
confidence and momentum that we entered into our
very own “Tri-Nations”. We knew that after the
inconsistency of the start of our season, the year
would be measured largely on the outcome of these
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1st XV Rugby Team

Front Row L–R: W Dunkley, N Ralepelle, M Schiﬀ, C Anthony (Captain), W Scott, N Smith, S Hlatshwayo.
Second Row L–R: Ms C van der Merwe (Physiotherapist), K Pieterse, S Rodgers, Y Ngubegusha, L Stevenson, M Kurz, S Barber, D Harris, K Twiname.
Back Row L–R: Mr M Housdon (Coach), C Kabeya, C van Heerden, M de Waal, R van Straaten, W Lloyd, P Makgaba, Mr M Nesbit (Strength
& Conditioning Coach), Mr G Hassenkamp (Coach).

1st Team Rugby Results
The Matches
vs KES won 21–17
vs St Stithians lost 14–17
vs Lions Invitation XV won 79–3
vs St Andrews Lost 13–17
vs Hoërskool Lichtenburg won 22–15
vs Maritzburg lost 17–18
vs Parktown Boys High School won 63–3
vs Swartkops lost 17–25
vs AHS lost 11–34
vs Jeppe won 40–9
vs Sutherland won 38–8

Warwick Dunkley shows his pace down the left wing against
St Albans

vs St Benedicts won 26–17
vs Kes won 20–17
vs St Johns won 37–17
vs St Albans won 26–22
vs Peterhouse won 50–6 (Zimbabwe tour)
vs St Georges won 24–7 (Zimbabwe tour)
vs St Johns (Harare) won 24–8 (Zimbabwe tour)
vs Falcon College won 71–0(Zimbabwe tour)
vs Grey College lost 16–29
vs Maritzburg College won 25–24
vs AHS lost 20–36

Cameron Anthony on the run against St Benedicts
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three matches. The season still had the potential to
be outstanding, simply good, or (despite the good
team we had) it could land up being nothing more
than average. Two out of three wins in these final
fixtures would prove to be excellent. We would have
expected to win at least one of them yet considering
the opposition we were up against it was not
inconceivable that we might lose all three.
The first fixture of the third term was away to Grey
College. By Grey’s own very high standards they
had had an average year and if ever a side wanted to
beat them it was this year. With a full strength team
available and some serious momentum coming out
of our Zimbabwe tour we knew that we had to make
the best of the opportunity. It was always going to
be a diﬃcult task going down to Bloemfontein and
unfortunately the result was not to be what we had
worked towards. Despite a physical and spirited
performance we missed out on a number of scoring
chances and conceded points at vital times.
The following weekend we had our return fixture
against Maritzburg College at home. After the
disappointment of the result down in Maritzburg,
this was a match we were determined to win, and
fortunately we did enough to do so. Once again
it was a solid performance from the team and it
appeared that the fruits of the tour to Zimbabwe
were paying oﬀ as in the last two matches we had
probably played our best and most consistent rugby.
While the score line in this match was extremely
close it certainly does not reflect the dominance
we exerted during the game. Once again lapses in
defence had let us down.
It was with much anticipation that we approached
the final match of the year – our home fixture against
AHS. The team was in a confident mood after our
previous two performances and despite playing
against the number one ranked side in the country
we were playing at home and we backed ourselves
for the upset. Once again, playing against one of the
power house rugby schools in the country we were
unable to pull oﬀ the result we wanted. Despite
another physical performance where the forwards
in particular stood up and were counted, too many
elementary errors in a game as big as this and lapses
in defence put paid to any chance we had of a victory.
Much as in the match against Grey, one could not
help but feel bitter-sweet about the outcome of the
game. While the boys had played with heart and
performed well, it was really a match we wanted to
win and felt we had a real chance to do so. Another
big one that got away.
As always it has been an absolute privilege to
coach the 1st XV of Pretoria Boys High School. There
is no doubt that the boys can look back on their season
The Pretorian

and be proud of their achievements. Had we not let
four of those early season results get away from us,
the results sheet this year would have looked very
diﬀerent. There are a number of factors which led
to the success of this team. From the outset it was
apparent that we had real depth throughout the side.
This is something we have not had in recent years.
The 1st XV this year really was made up of a squad
twenty-two players as opposed to fifteen. Whether it
was at the KES festival, touring Zimbabwe or during
the course of our normal fixtures we never battled to
replace a player when the need arose. Not only did
this ensure that we constantly had good players at
our disposal, but it also brought out the best in the
boys in terms of the competition created for places
in the side a very healthy position to be in indeed.
Over and above this, not only was there constant
competition for a place in the starting XV, but this
competition also proved to be extremely positive.
While every boy would have given anything to
represent his school at the highest level, if he was not
selected, the support we witnessed towards those
who were aﬀorded the opportunity was superb. The
mood in the team this year was excellent, whether
it be amongst players who were vying for the same
position, or amongst the seniors and juniors in the
side. For this the boys and the leadership in the side
need to be complimented.
As is the case every year there are a number
of people who need to be thanked. Firstly, Mike
Housdon, for the time, the eﬀort and the valuable
contribution which he has made this year. It has
been a pleasure working with him and I trust that
he has enjoyed his first year with the first team as
much as the rest of us have. To Carla van der Merwe,
our ever present and hard working physiotherapist,
a sincere word of thanks to her for all her time and
eﬀort. She played a vital role in keeping many of our
boys strapped up and on the field. We thank her for
her support and her truly caring attitude towards
the boys.
We thank Matthew Nesbitt for all his eﬀort. Once
again our boys were in excellent physical shape and
I don’t think there was a single match where we
were outplayed in the final stages. A clear sign of
their good conditioning.
We thank Mr Rust for all his assistance and
support. His understanding and co-operation in
always putting the needs of the 1st XV ahead of his
own is very much appreciated and not taken for
granted.
We thank our three captains: Cameron Anthony
was the selected captain but due to injury two other
boys had to step in from time to time. Cameron is
a boy whom I got to know well during the year

input with the props and hookers. We thank Alwyn
Myburgh, for his time and eﬀort in putting together
posters or slide shows for the boys. They really do
make a diﬀerence. We thank Mr de Wet and his team
of boys who recorded our matches every Saturday
whether away or at home. We thank Monja Human,
Maurice and Rozanne from the HPC for all their
“mind games” which certainly made a diﬀerence.
We thank Curtly Lister and his team of Solomon
House boys for their work in the change rooms as
well as Patrick Vermeulen and Abraham Shalang for
always ensuring that our facilities remain the best in
the country. We thank you all very much for all your
input and support.
Finally to the boys: as always it was a long and
hard season. The team spirit amongst all twenty-two
of you was fantastic and made working with you
an absolute pleasure. It was fun coaching you over
this eight month period, but it was perhaps even
more meaningful getting to know each one of you
as individuals. Working with this group on a daily
basis and going on two tours one really does get to
know the boys well. It remains a privilege to work
with the quality of boy that we have at Pretoria Boys
High School and this year was certainly no diﬀerent.
Your pride, dedication and passion for the school
and representating it at the highest level remain
unrivalled and you have made your school proud.
Congratulations on a great season!

The ever reliable Luke Stevenson lines up a kick at goal

Reece Hyman proves to be elusive against Jeppe
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and what a special individual he is. He is a young
man with a calm and quiet nature, yet at all times
he demanded the utmost respect. When Cameron
spoke, the boys listened. He brought a sense of calm
to the team in this testosterone-filled environment
and his sound understanding of the game ensured
that he made all the right calls at the right time.
There is no doubt that we were a better team with
his presence on the field. Cameron had an extremely
frustrating season having constantly to deal with
a leg injury yet, despite this, he remained fully
involved in the life of the team. Cameron was at all
times an outstanding team man and always put the
needs of the team first.
Matthew Schiﬀ and William Scott both had to
stand in as captain and both did superbly well.
Matthew is a young man who wears his heart on
his sleeve and always led from the front. William
always demanded the highest of standards from
his troops. Both of these boys stepped in and took
control when the team needed them, and for this the
school is indeed grateful.
We thank Paul Anthony who was eﬀectively
our professional adviser and coach during the
course of the season. Paul’s input was once again
immense. It is such a privilege to have someone as
knowledgeable as Paul to call on, and his constant
willingness to assist is truly admirable.
We thank all the others, and there are many, who
have so generously given of their time, support and
advice this year. We thank Stanley Twiname and
Nicholas Ferguson for all their input during the preseason with the kickers and front row respectively.
Their input was not only appreciated by Mr Housdon
and me but more importantly by the boys. We thank
Wessel Roux and Chili-Boy Ralepelle for all their

Match Statistics:
Results:
Played: 22
Tries For: 94
Points For: 669
Won: 15
Tries Against: 44 Points Against: 350
Lost: 7
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1. Cameron Anthony proves to be a handful against St Stithians
2. Dale Harris looks to oﬀ-load against St Benedicts
3. Luke Stevenson converts Nathan Smith’s try against KES
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4. Luke Stevenson heads for the try line against St Stithians
5. Warwick Dunkley scores against Jeppe
6. Cameron van Heerden finds some space against Maritzburg College

serious asset to the team. He is a very strong ball
carrier and packs a more than decent punch on
defence. He is a player with great potential and
one of whose abilities I think we have seen only a
fraction. Steven will have to be disciplined and work
extremely hard during the oﬀ-season if he is to reach
his true potential next year.
No. 4 Willie Lloyd
Matches played: 19
Tries scored: 9
Once Willie had cemented his position in the team,
and as his confidence grew so his game continued
to improve. He went from strength to strength this
year and became an invaluable member of the side.
A proud and honest player, Willie knew how to play
for the Candies in only one way, and that was to
give everything he had, week in and week out. A big
and strong boy, Willie became one of our main ball
carriers and constantly impressed with his many
strong runs down the midfield. At the same time
Willie did the hard yards of a second row forward
cleaning rucks, and as a more than eﬀective lineout lifter ensured that we secured ball. Willie had a
really good season, showing great character. He can
justifiably be very proud of his eﬀorts.
No. 5 William Scott
Matches played: 17
Tries scored: 1 Captain: 3 Blue Bulls U19
William is a large and physical player who proved
to be a versatile member of the team, playing both at
lock and loose forward during the season. William
always set himself the highest of standards and
demanded the same from the rest of the team. He
proved very useful to the team as both a line-out
jumper and ball carrier and must be congratulated on
his selection for the Blue Bulls Under 19 side for the
second year in a row. He must also be congratulated
for being awarded Forward of the Tournament while
at the Noord Vaal week which also indicates the
ability of this player. In Cameron’s absence William
captained the side on three occasions. This he did
with complete confidence, ensuring that the team
remained unbeaten under his leadership.
No. 5 Ricko van Straaten
Matches played:
18
As a junior player in the team Ricko was
on an extremely steep learning curve. This was an
opportunity which he accepted with both hands.
He was our main go-to player in the line-outs and
despite his junior status proved to be an extremely
valuable asset in this department. Ricko is an
intelligent player who sets himself extremely high
standards and he continued to improve with every
match. Not only is Ricko quick on the ground and
comfortable in the air, ensuring quality possession at
line-out time, but his ability to read and compete for
opposition ball also proved to be invaluable. Over
and above his line-out abilities, Ricko is an honest
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PLAYER PROFILES 2012
No. 1 Cedrick Kabeya
Matches played: 13
Tries scored: 3
Cedrick gained first team experience last year and
much was expected of him in 2012. He certainly
did not disappoint. Cedrick oﬀered so much more
than simply a scrummaging prop. His work rate
around the field was high, his defence solid and
he loved to play with the ball in hand. Cedrick
was extremely strong around the fringes on attack,
often squeezing out hard-earned yards with his
powerful and aggressive carries. Coupled with
his strength, a potent hand-oﬀ made Cedrick an
extremely dangerous attacking weapon. Cedrick’s
season was sadly cut short due to a strange medical
complication after the second King Edwards game.
This was a huge loss to the team and it was most
disappointing not to have him for the second-half
of the season.
No. 1 Yolo Ngubegusha
Matches played: 13
Yolo became a regular member of the side late in
the season after initially having played at the KES
festival. Yolo is an extremely strong scrummager
and once he became our first choice option in the
front row he continued to improve with every match
as his confidence grew. A quiet yet dedicated player
who always gives of his best. Yolo will need to
train hard during the oﬀ season and much will be
expected of him next year.
No. 2 Cameron van Heerden Matches played: 20
Tries scored: 4
Despite being a quality player, Cameron began
his season playing as a 3rd team loose forward.
But opportunity presented itself and Cameron
was aﬀorded the chance to join the Candies early
in the year at hooker, his preferred position. This
opportunity he took with both hands and never
looked back. From that first match it was apparent
that this was the level at which Cameron ought to
play. Physically Cameron is an incredibly strong
player with the attitude to match. His strength with
the ball in hand and the physical carries he regularly
made around the fringes of the ruck will long be
remembered by those who watched him play.
Cameron always set a high standard for himself and
was never happy with anything less than his best.
He continued to work hard at his line-out throwing
throughout the season. He is a strong scrummager
and led the side well in this aspect of the game.
No. 3 Steven Barber
Matches played: 22
Tries scored: 2
Steven stabilised our scrum on the tight head side
and proved to be pillar of strength in this position.
Not only is Steven a strong scrummager but his
contributions around the field of play made him a
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1. Felix McGregor fights his way through a tackle against St Benedicts
2. Nathan Smith on his way to scoring a try against KES
3. Warwick Dunkley sniﬀs out the try line against Sutherland
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and dedicated player, doing all the hard yards
expected of a second row player. He is a player
who improved with every match and a young man
with huge potential. I look forward to watching his
progress next year.
No. 6 Ngoako Ralepelle
Matches played: 15
Tries scored: 9
Blue Bulls Academy
As a senior player in the team much was expected
of Ngoako this year. He is any team’s ideal Number
6. Physically strong, well built for the position, he
has the uncompromising attitude to match. Ngoako
continued where he left oﬀ last year. An extremely
strong ball carrier who is very diﬃcult to tackle,
powerful on defence and always an immense threat
over opposition ball. Ngoako is a quiet yet honest
player who goes about all of his business in an
uncomplicated yet eﬀective manner. His positive
attitude and natural strength and ability will ensure
that he continues to play the game at a high level for
years to come.
No. 7 Michael de Waal
Matches played: 21
After initially not having made the side, Michael
was given an opportunity to play for the Candies
in the second match of the year and he never looked
back. At the front of the line-out Michael proved to
be a reliable and constant source of possession, not
to mention a permanent threat to opposition ball.
While not a flashy player, Michael gets through
an amazing amount of work, match in and match
out, making tackles, cleaning rucks and above all
stealing opposition ball. Michael is a tough and
uncompromising player. He is an intelligent rugby
player and understands the game well. His impact
will be huge in 2013.
No. 7 Paul Makgaba
Matches played: 11
Tries scored: 3
Despite playing the season with constant injuries
Paul never complained and always soldiered
on. Whether it was his ankle or his shoulder Paul
simply strapped up and did what he knows best
played rugby! Paul’s attitude epitomised what
it means to represent your school at the highest
level. He always gave of his best. Despite being
outweighed, Paul never stood back for anyone, and
the tougher the game the more he liked it and the
better he performed. His high work rate ensured
that Paul was always noticed on the field and his
line-out ability was a source of possession. It has
been a privilege to work with this young man over
the past two years.
No. 8 Matthew Schiﬀ
Matches played: 18
Tries scored: 6
Captain: 6
Matthew is possibly the hardest working player in
the side and the one who fights at the highest level
above his weight. Despite his lack in size in playing
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rugby at this level Matthew was never outplayed
and certainly not outclassed. In fact, the bigger and
tougher the match, the better he would perform.
Matthew was a player with real character, which
was always evident in his big match temperament.
With his incredibly high work rate Matthew would
get through a mountain of play in every match.
Whether it be stealing or securing ball, making
tackles, winning line-outs or making a run, Matthew
was ever-present on the field. With his never-saydie attitude Matthew proved to be a real asset to
this team. He must be congratulated on captaining
the side in the manner in which he did. Matthew
assumed the captaincy in Cameron’s absence and
his natural ability to lead from the front and his
understanding of the game ensured that the team
was never compromised.
No. 1 Jason Schmidt
Matches played: 10
Jason must be complimented on the positive attitude
and disciplined approach he brought to his game
this year. Throughout the pre-season Jason worked
extremely hard and earned himself a position in the
school’s 1st XV. Jason was not a flashy player but
did all the basics well. He was a solid scrummager,
excellent line-out supporter and on the opportunity
to carry the ball, proved eﬀective. Jason was a solid
team man, always supporting those around him,
and he brought a huge amount of positive energy
to the team.
No. 2 Jonathan Howard
Matches played: 10
While not the team’s first choice hooker, it was
always encouraging to know that we had a player
of Jonathan’s calibre in the wings. Had Jonathan
received more game time, there is no doubt that
he would not have been out of his depth. In all his
appearances for the 1st XV he did extremely well.
A strong and physical player Jason was always a
presence on the field. His ability to throw the ball
into the line-outs was a skill he mastered and his
wonderful sense of humour and positive attitude
added further value.
No. 9 Kallie Kurz
Matches Played: 14
Tries scored: 7
Kallie is a talented rugby player who has the ability
to play anywhere in the back line. Throughout the
year Kallie worked hard at his game and continued
to improve as the season progressed. His ability with
the ball in hand and excellent foot work resulted in
a number of well-worked tries and always kept the
opposition honest. Kallie was unlucky to have to
play a number of games for the 2nd XV, but despite
this he never stopped supporting the team. Over
and above the value which Kallie brought to the
team as a player, this was an indication of the superb
character of the young man. Kallie had an excellent
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1. Matthew Schiﬀ picks up from the base of the scrum
2. Sandile Hlatshwayo displays his fancy footwork against KES
3. Ngoako Ralepelle on an aggressive run against St Stithians
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trip to Zimbabwe where he played outstanding
rugby.
No. 9 Kelvin Pieterse
Matches Played: 16
Kelvin’s main weapon is his service which, since his
U14 days, has been top-notch. His ability to get his
back line away and give them time on the ball proved
to be his biggest asset. He has a strong kicking game
which, while not always used this season, remains
a vital piece of his armoury. Kelvin is a natural and
multi-talented young rugby player, and being only
in Form IV we have no doubt he will prove to be
very influential next year.
No. 10 Dale Harris
Matches Played: 16
Tries scored: 3 Points: 38
Although he started the year slowly, Dale worked
his way into the starting line up. Dale has played
some superb rugby this year. His ability to take
the ball to the advantage line and bring his backs
into play is his strong point. On defence Dale is a
solid tackler who fights well above his weight. Dale
must continue to work hard on his kicking game
and ensure that he can remain focused for the full
seventy minutes of a rugby game. With continual
improvement in these areas he will be very close to
the complete fly-half come 2013.
No. 10 Kevin Twiname
Matches Played: 14
Tries scored: 2 Points: 104
Kevin is a multi-talented sportsman which makes
fly-half the natural position for him. He has an
excellent kicking game with a powerful and
intelligent boot. His distribution skills are excellent,
as are his fancy foot work and his eye for a gap.
Kevin had a fantastic tour of Zimbabwe where, in
particular, his performance against Peterhouse,
was one to remember. Kevin is a friendly and lively
young man whose wonderful sense of humour was
always a welcome relief in the serious environment
of 1st XV rugby.
No. 14 Sandile Hlatshwayo
Matches Played: 17
Tries scored: 8
Sandile started the season later than the other
players as he was focusing on athletics. He had a
superb 2011 season and he was thrown in at the deep
end when he returned to the game at the start of the
second term. Sandile has natural pace and good feet
and, as the season progressed, he continued to grow
in confidence and so his game improved. He scored
a number of very attractive tries this season with his
balanced and well timed runs. His performances
in Zimbabwe were out of the top drawer, enabling
him to produce some scintillating rugby. Sandile is
a humble and unassuming young man who always
put the needs of the team before his own.
No. 11 Warwick Dunkley
Matches Played: 22
Tries scored: 13
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Our own pocket battleship. Warwick has not stood
back for anyone this year and many teams have
underestimated his pace and strength. With this in
mind it comes as no surprise that he is our leading
try scorer this year. Warwick has not only been a
highly influential wing, but has also proved himself
as a more-than-capable centre. Pound for pound,
Warwick was possibly the strongest boy in the
team and scored a number of tries of which very
few players would have been capable. On defence,
Warwick also proved to be a fearsome and organised
defender, making him a serious asset to the team.
No. 12 Stefan Rodgers
Matches Played: 9
Tries scored: 1
Stefan started the season in the 2nd Team and showed
true Boys High guts and determination to force his
way into the 1st XV. As Stefan settled into the No. 12
position, so his game kept on improving. Stefan has
the ability to keep any defence busy with his sharp,
sniping runs. Over and above this, his ability to stay
on his feet and oﬀ–load whilst in the tackle would
often put those outside him into space. On defence
Stefan played the game to match. He is a fearless
young man, never scared to take on those twice his
size, and this he always did eﬀectively. Who will
ever forget his double hit against KES? Stefan was
most unlucky not to tour Zimbabwe, but showed
real character in the manner in which he accepted
this. He is another player who brought light-hearted
moments to the team and was at all times a valued
team man.
No. 12 Felix McGregor
Matches Played: 8
Tries scored: 1
Felix was another young player who took the
opportunity to represent his school at the highest
level this year. Never a flashy player, yet at all times
he did the basics well. Felix has a good pair of hands
and has an accurate passing game. He is strong
with the ball in hand, solid in defence and is always
prepared to make the hard yards. Felix is a man of
few words but would rather do his talking through
big actions. With Felix being only in Form IV, the
prospect of his playing for the 1st Team next year is
indeed encouraging and exciting.
No. 13 Nathan Smith
Matches Played: 17
Tries scored: 10
Nathan, in his second year as a first team player,
has developed by leaps and bounds. With his speed,
size, hand-oﬀ and strength, he has the ability to
get over the advantage line with ease. Nathan,
unfortunately, picked up a serious injury against
Parktown, which took five weeks to heal. While on
tour in Zimbabwe, Nathan rediscovered his form
and towards the end of the season began to play
to his full potential. His performance against Grey

aplomb. Luvo is a very exciting prospect for 2013.
We look forward to watching his progress.
Other boys who played for the 1st XV this year;
No. 14
Christopher Ndonga
Matches played: 4
Tries scored: 1
No. 2:
Jan van der Merwe
Matches played: 2
No. 7
Khumo Mampuru
Matches played: 1
No. 15
Aiden Markram
Matches played: 1
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College was superb! Together with Stefan, these two
were outstanding on defence and often proved more
than the opposition could handle. Nathan will prove
to be a hugely influential player in 2013.
No. 13/14
Cameron Anthony / Captain
Matches Played: 15
Tries scored: 2
Cameron had a very frustrating season, spending a
number games on the sidelines with a diﬃcult and
complicated injury. When Cameron was fully fit,
he was deceptively quick and an extremely strong
ball carrier. Cameron was an honest player who
always gave of his best. His defence was sound and
his cross cover tackle in the first match against AHS
bore all the attributes of a real team man. Cameron’s
uncanny ability to read a game was just one of the
reasons he was our elected captain, and his attacking
eﬀort against St Alban’s with his quick throw in and
counter-attack which led to the winning try bears
testimony to this. As captain, Cameron always put
the interests of the team before his own. He was
at all times cool and calm and, when leading the
side, ensured that the boys were always in the right
“space”. He was a man of few words but big actions
who was well respected by every member of the
side for all the right reasons. Cameron’s injury was
the team’s loss.
No. 15 Luke Stevenson
Matches Played: 18
Tries scored: 7
Points: 112
This is one of those fairy tale stories. With an injury
to a player, who last year played full-back for the
1st XV, the opportunity arose for Luke to stake his
claim. He made the full-back position his own. It
needs to be said that he played excellent rugby. Luke
worked extremely hard at his game throughout the
year. He was reliable under the high ball, solid and
organised on defence, and slick on attack. Although
not the fastest player in the backline, Luke scored
some classy tries, but better still, his ability to put
other players into space was invaluable. His kicking
out of hand was always out of the top drawer. Luke
was never one to shirk his responsibilities and
always led from the front. He is a proud and honest
Boys High boy who deserves all the accolades he
has earned.
No. 14/15
Luvo Claassen Matches Played: 9
Tries scored: 2
Luvo is a naturally gifted rugby player, with good
all-round skills. Whether he is playing on the wing
or at fullback, Luvo always looks as though he has
time on the ball. Although he is small in stature,
Luvo is big of heart. He trained extremely hard
this year, giving his all. On the field of play, despite
normally being outweighed, Luvo is a player who
always stands his ground. In Zimbabwe he stepped
in to fill Luke’s place at full-back, and did so with

Zimbabwe Rugby Tour 2012
Considering that the school’s 1st Rugby Team had
not travelled abroad since 2002, it was decided
that the time had come for a foreign tour. In 2010
discussions began in this regard and the options of
the United Kingdom, South America, New Zealand
and Australia were investigated. With the escalating
cost of international travel and the diﬃcult financial
situation in which many people find themselves,
the possibility of touring overseas seemed distant.
Instead the option of touring our local neighbour
Zimbabwe, was discussed. This option was
further investigated and it became apparent that a
wonderful fixture list with many varied activities
could quite easily be put together at a fraction of the
price. On Monday 25 June twenty-two boys and five
staﬀ members departed for Zimbabwe for a four
match twelve day tour.
After arriving in Harare we were met by
Peterhouse. From the airport we were transferred by
bus 100km north east of the city to the school. From
the outset it became apparent that while still on the
same continent and not far from our own country,
we were certainly in a very diﬀerent place. Our
initial impression of Zimbabwe was of a small and
grubby international airport when compared to our
own, and a city that was run-down and neglected.
With big and interested eyes we travelled the slow
road north.
On arrival at Peterhouse we were warmly
greeted, and from the outset experienced the warm
hospitality that was to be the norm throughout our
tour. Peterhouse is a large and expansive school
in the middle of rural Zimbabwe with wonderful
facilities not unlike our own. The boys were placed
in a simple and rudimentary building which would
be home for the next two days. This building they
quickly christened “the shack” a large four walled
concrete building with built in beds and a dodgy
hot water system. It was perfect! After a light run on
Peterhouse’s beautiful main field, it was up to the
main school for dinner before relaxing for the rest of
the evening.
The Pretorian
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On Tuesday morning we were taken a few
kilometres from the school to Peterhouse’s very own
game farm. After a leisurely drive where the likes of
wildebeest, kudu and giraﬀe were seen, we alighted
from the vehicle and continued on foot. During the
walk a number of the boys eagerly accepted the
option to clamber to the top of one of the highest
points in the reserve. The adeptness with which
the likes of Kevin and Kallie bounded up the hill
and looked so at home in this African environment
was rather uncanny. Once those who had got lost
(Kevin and Kallie!) finally returned we settled down
to a very pleasant colonial tea in the bush before
returning to the school.
The afternoon was taken up preparing for our
first match of the tour. At 15:00 we kicked oﬀ against
Peterhouse in what would prove to be an expansive
and attractive game of rugby. Our boys certainly
showed no signs of jet lag and produced a fine
display of running rugby with a number of very
good individual performances. Strangely, once again
from Kevin and Kallie! The evening after the match
saw the boys from the two schools getting to know
one another during a braai at the pavilion, while the
staﬀ and parents (Mr and Mrs van Heerden that is! –
our top supporters on the tour) did the same.
On Wednesday morning we cleaned up “the
shack”, packed and headed back to Harare. About
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half way back to the city we detoured and visited
Imire Game Reserve, which turned out to be a
very worthwhile stop. In an exquisite setting we
boarded a game drive vehicle and, amongst all the
usual antelope, wildebeest and zebra, we saw the
likes of rhino, buﬀalo and elephant from literally
touching distance. A lavish lunch was laid on next
to a stunning expanse of water, after which we were
collected by St Georges to continue our trip back to
the city.
Once again at St Georges we were exposed to a
beautiful school with large grounds and wonderful
facilities. Once the St Georges boys had finished
their rugby practice, our boys were hosted out and
disappeared into the city for the evening. On our
arrival back at the school the next morning, lavish
stories of 1kg steaks abounded! Once again Kevin
and Kallie were responsible! It was obvious that
some boys had been luckier than others. After a
light run we boarded the St Georges bus and headed
north out of the city towards Bushman’s Rock where
we were to play our next two matches.
While we had been investigating the option
of touring in Zimbabwe two other South African
schools had been doing the same. At the same
time as were up there so to were St Andrew’s from
Grahamstown and SACS from the Western Cape.
Instead of playing a number of fixtures at diﬀerent
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venues, a festival was arranged out at the Bushman’s
Rock facility where all the South African schools
could be on show at once. The field at Bushman’s
Rock was a converted polo field and, while certainly
not ideal, was more than adequate to be played on.
The match against St Georges proved to be a
tough encounter. As we were to discover, what
the Zimbabwean school boys may lack in skill
and structure, they certainly make up for in pure
toughness and determination. While the score line
does not suggest it, this was in fact a very structured
and organised performance, resulting in our best
display while on tour. After the match it was once
again a long trip back into town where we braaied
at the school, exchanged gifts and thank yous before
wrapping up what had proved to be a very long day.
After dropping oﬀ our bags at St John’s, it was
with welcome relief that our boys were dropped
oﬀ at the newly built shopping arcade on the
Thursday morning. Having been largely exposed
to rural Zimbabwe until now then, boys were once
again in familiar territory. A few hours were spent
purchasing Zimbabwean rugby jerseys, visiting
sports and coﬀee shops and simply relaxing in the
environment. At lunch time we were met by the St
John’s staﬀ and boys, and our the boys were hosted
out.
We met on Saturday morning at St John’s where

we briefly spoke about the match ahead before once
again heading oﬀ to Bushman’s Rock. The match
against St John’s was not a pleasant spectacle as we
battled to find our rhythm or string pieces of play
together. The eﬀects of having completed a flight,
numerous bus trips and living out of a bag while
sleeping in a diﬀerent bed every second night were
beginning to take their toll. It was with welcome
relief that we boarded our bus at 4am the next day
for the long trip to Victoria Falls. Here we would be
able relax and enjoy this beautiful country without
having to worry about rugby.
If we were looking forward to Victoria Falls we
were certainly not going to be disappointed. After a
twelve hour bus trip we finally arrived in this little
tourist town. Our place of residence for the next
three nights was the municipal camp site which
proved to be ideal. The boys divided themselves
up into groups of four, whereafter each group was
allocated a very basic yet comfortable self-catering
chalet. Here the boys looked after themselves and
for the next two days remained largely their own
bosses, coming and going as they pleased.
Our first day in Victoria Falls would prove to be
the highlight of the trip for many of the boys. After
an early start we met at the Shearwater oﬃces where
we were given a briefing on the event for the day
ahead. White water rafting! While the Shearwater
The Pretorian
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staﬀ spoke about the various safety measures and
what to expect during the day ahead, a number of
nervous glances were exchanged. None more so
than between Paul and Sandile! After the briefing we
were bundled onto a truck together with a handful
of other unsuspecting tourists as we set oﬀ in order
to conquer the mighty Zambezi. After being issued
with helmets and life jackets, we progressed down
the steep sides of the river valley where we were
allocated our rafts for the day. A ten minute crash
course followed during which each team of rafters
was taught the fine art of manoeuvring this large
rubber object. After this to rumbling waters of the
mighty Zambezi! Needless to say by this stage the
nervous glances which Paul and Sandile had been
exchanging had now changed to vivid expressions
of panic.
Due to the extremely high water of the river we
set oﬀ at Rapid 11 and progressed through to Rapid
24. What an experience it was! White water, huge
waves, pumping adrenalin and tumbling boys (not
to mention masters) proved to be the order of the
day. Four hours later all twenty-two boys (including
Paul and Sandile) and four masters were making
their way up the now very much steeper sides of
the Zambezi River valley, having had an experience
of a life-time. After a well deserved lunch looking
down over the river we had just conquered, we
were transported back to the camp site where the
boys spent the rest of the afternoon at their leisure.
That evening we all met at the camp site’s lapa area
where we enjoyed a braai together and were kindly
served the best pap and sauce north of South Africa
by none other than our two intrepid adventurers,

Yolo Ngubegusha carries the ball against St Johns
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Paul and Sandile.
After a well-deserved late start to the day we met
on Tuesday morning at the main entrance to the
camp and made our way down to see the Victoria
Falls. I don’t think there was anyone amongst us
who was not blown away (literally) by what he saw.
It is truly an impressive spectacle to see that amount
of water pushing through this huge gorge in the
Earth’s surface. Most of the boys spent the rest of the
afternoon wondering around the town of Victoria
Falls, visiting shops, enjoying lunch and buying gifts
In the afternoon it was back to basics. Shearwater
kindly arranged a bus for us and after a short trip
beyond the town, we were at the Victoria Falls
Country Primary School for our final practice of
the tour. A small crowd awaited the arrival of this
group of rugby players from South Africa. It was
somewhat like the Blue Bulls playing in Hamilton,
being watched by a group of unsuspecting fans.
As we began our practice this small crowd soon
realised that we were nothing special, and before I
could say “catch a two ball” they all had dispersed.
That evening all the boys catered for themselves
when, I believe, some serious gourmet (not!) meals
were prepared.
The next morning we were collected by a huge
overlander truck which was our mode of transport
to Bulawayo (where we had a fantastic lunch, thanks
to Mr Nesbitt) and on to Falcon College for our final
fixture of the tour. At Falcon the boys unpacked and
settled into the hostel before having a light run. On
Thursday morning we were taken on a tour of the
Falcon estate. Like Peterhouse, Falcon is an island of
a school in the otherwise pretty bleak surroundings

Kelvin Pieterse clears the ball from the base of the ruck

experience of touring a country far less privileged
than our own, I believe, was an eye-opener for many
of the boys. In all our travels within Zimbabwe the
people were at all times extremely friendly and
hospitable, making us feel welcome and going out
of their way to make our trip a pleasant one. There
was not much more we could have asked for.
No tour such as this can simply happen. On behalf
of all the boys and staﬀ who were fortunate enough
to go to Zimbabwe, a very special thank-you to the
following people who assisted in the organisation
and the various fundraising events which took
place. Their input is greatly appreciated: Alan
Barber, Tracey and Darryn van Heerden, Lauren
Anthony, Willie Lloyd, Lynette Maré, Henry Peens
and Michael Kurz.
Thank you also to all those parents who were
able and who made the eﬀort to travel to Zimbabwe
to support their boys and the school. It really was
wonderful to see so many of you on the stands at
Bushman’s Rock. To the Van Heerden family (who
made two trips) and to the Anthony family (who
followed us while on the road) it was a pleasure
having you on board.
To the boys a special thank-you. Not only did
they play great rugby but more importantly, to a
man every single boy represented his family, school
and country in the manner that was expected of
him. These twenty-two gentlemen proved to be
wonderful ambassadors in every respect and it was
a privilege to travel with them.
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of rural Zimbabwe. On this impressive estate we
were introduced to Falcon’s own version of “Bush
School”– Quest Africa, a seven month gap year
opportunity based in the expansive wild life reserve
on the school estate. After the tour, lunch was served
and the boys had some down-time before playing in
their final fixture.
Unfortunately for both us and Falcon, Falcon’s
seven Craven Week players had departed for Harare
the day before we arrived in order to attend a training
camp before heading to South Africa to participate
in the national schoolboy rugby week. There is no
doubt that this seriously weakened what was rated a
very competitive Flacon team. Not surprisingly, the
match was a rather one-sided aﬀair, but an attractive
and good display all the same, and a wonderful
way to end what had been an extremely enjoyable
tour. That evening, at a very casual yet enjoyable
after-match function, the boys were delighted to be
served beef and NOT chicken. This they devoured
with glee.
On Friday 6 July, after twelve days on the road, we
packed our bags and were transported by Falcon to
the very interesting Bulawayo International Airport
where we were to catch our flight home. Other than
Kevin Twiname’s boasting about his impressive set
of “guns” to the customs oﬃcial at the airport, our
departure was a pleasant one!
There is no doubt that by all accounts the tour
to Zimbabwe was a great success. Not only did
the boys play super rugby, but more importantly
the relationships which they forged, the people
whom they met and the experience of touring a
foreign country will remain with them for life. The

Messrs G Hassenkamp and M Housdon
Coach and Director of Sport

Playing against St Stithians, Cameron Anthony looks to get the ball away,
with Ricko van Straaten in support

Matthew Schiﬀ takes a ball at the back of the line-out in the
match against Aﬃes
The Pretorian
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RUGBY TOUR TO ZIMBABWE
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4
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1.
2.
3.
4.
8.
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Zimbabwe prime beef. A meal fir foe a rugby team!
Preparing for departure for the game drive at Imrie Game Reserve
Spot the wild dogs? Enroute from Victoria falls to Bulawayo.
Mr Hassenkamp samples some of the local brew at St Georges College.
The 1st XV Zimbabwe Touring Squad at Victoria falls.
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6. The 1st XV Zimbabwe Touring Squad in good spirits at Imrie Game reserve.
7. Messer Hassenkamp, Housdon and Reeler settle down to an
authentic Zimbabwe lunch while visiting Imrie Game reserve.
8. Ricko van Straaten attempts to take a kick-oﬀ while practicing at
St Georges College, Harare.

SPORT
9. Cameron van Heerden on the run against St Georges College.
10. William Scott takes oﬀ on a big run in the match against falcon College.
11. Matthew Schiﬀ is ably assisted by Willie Lloyd at the back of the
lineout in the match against falcon College.
12. Michael de Wall attempts to steal a lineout in the match against St
Georges College.
13. The sky is the limit! St Georges College, Harare.

14. The stunning school buildings at St Georges College, Harare
15. Warwick Dunkley is tackled during the match against St John’s
College. Luvo Claassen looks on in support.
16. Kelvin Pieterse looks to get the ball away playing against Falcon
College.
17. PBHS takes the ball into the St Georges defence.
18. Dr Livingstone I presume? The majestic Victoria Falls.
The Pretorian
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Rugby 2nd XV
I was highly impressed during the week of trials by
the level of skills, commitment and talent, and could
not wait for the first fixture of the year.
After a heart-breaking loss during the previous
year’s away game against KES, our opening match
this year proved to be one of the highlights of the
season when a rampant Boys High team took to
the field in their traditional black shorts. An early
try gave the team the momentum which that they
had been looking for, and from there on the boys
never looked back. Both the forwards and the backs
dominated every aspect of the game in such a way
that it produced some of the best schoolboy rugby
I have ever witnessed. The interplay between the
forwards and the backs was remarkable, and Kallie
Kurz’s name has to be mentioned in this regard. Full
credit to the side for the way in which they controlled
the match until the very end. The final result: PBHS
30 KES 3 – What a way to start the season!
The KES victory was followed by a good win
against St. Stithians, which gave us a lot of confidence
when we travelled to Maritzburg College. However,
an unexpected loss brought us down to earth and
ensured that we had no misconceptions regarding
the quality of play from our opponents. Wins against
Parktown and Zwartkop got us back on track and
then it was time for the battle against Aﬃes.
The mental preparation of a sportsman, in my
view, has been proven to be a key requirement for

success – and when the players arrived at Afrikaans
Hoër Seunskool, I could see that they had no doubt in
their minds that they could pull oﬀ a victory. This was
due mainly to the guidance and leadership provided
by the senior members of the squad, who had an
unwavering belief in the team’s ability as a unit.
The first half, as expected, proved to be a tough,
but evenly-contested aﬀair – as neither team was
willing to budge. Not only did we manage to absorb
the pressure imposed by Aﬃes, but we succeeded
in applying some pressure ourselves. This forced
our opponents to make unnecessary mistakes and,
of the two penalties which they conceded within
range, we managed to slot one. The whistle blew for
half-time, and we changed sides with the advantage
of being 3–0 up.
We knew that Aﬃes would make an all-out eﬀort
in the second half, and it was not long before they
were rewarded with a try. The conversion was
successful and the scoreboard read 3–7 in their
favour. Giving up was not an option for our boys. We
had fifteen warriors on the field who, to a man, were
not afraid to stand their ground in a tremendous
display of courage and determination. But the clock
kept ticking, and we needed to score.
With about ten minutes to go, an uncharacteristic
handling error in the opposing backline led to the
ball’s being kicked through by Luvo Claassen. The
Aﬃes player who gathered the ball was put under

Cameron van Heerden tries to avoid a tackle against Grey College
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I thank Mr O’Donoghue for the sacrifices which
he made, for all his support, honest advice and
especially for keeping me calm behind the posts. I
must also express my gratitude to Mr Hassenkamp
and Mr Housdon for keeping our boys involved in
the preparation of the 1st Team.
Erlo Rust
Coach

Opponent

SPORT

immense pressure and his scrambled kick did not
find touch. Our boys instinctively realised that this
was the opportunity they had been waiting for. A
couple of well-timed passes saw the ball into the
hands of our captain, Khumo Mampuru, and I knew
that not even a wall of defenders could keep him out!
With the roar of the crowd in the background, he
simply forced his way over the try-line to score one
of the most memorable tries. The failed conversion
meant that we were in the lead by only one point. It
seemed like ages until the final whistle, but when it
was blown – after a failed penalty attempt by Aﬃes –
there was a blissful scene of laughter and tears of joy.
The rest of the season produced more good rugby,
but apart from exceptional performances against
Jeppe and Marais Viljoen, we struggled to find the
same kind of rhythm which had seen us beat KES and
Aﬃes in the away legs. We finished the season with
a win rate of 65%, having won 9 of our 14 matches.
I thank each and every boy who played for the
2nd Team this year. Their passion and commitment
were beyond compare, and it was a pleasure to
work with them. I applaud the leadership and
dedication of our captain, Khumo Mampuru, who,
was ably assisted by Daniël Swiegers and the other
senior boys. Special mention must be made of Aiden
Markram and Ryan Townsend, who were the only
two members of the team who never missed a single
match.

Result

KES

Won 30–3

St Stithians

Won 22–0

Maritzburg College

Lost 10–27

Parktown

Won 18–9

Zwartkop

Won 18–9

AHS

Won 8–7

Jeppe

Won 31–3

Marais Viljoen

Won 42–12

KES

Lost 5–13

St Johns

Won 10–3

St Albans

Won 31–5

Grey College

Lost 12–55

Maritzburg College

Lost 25–27

AHS

Lost 11–22

Brothers-in-arms. A half-time discussion.
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Rugby
Rugby 3rd Team
This has been a very successful season for the 3rd
Team. Having had a very diﬃcult 2011, the boys
were determined not to walk the same path again.
March brought the beginning of a very long but
enjoyable season. The depth of talent at the trials
served as a great motivation for all of the coaches,
and the selection of teams proved to be diﬃcult. It
soon became clear that our selected team included
a very good mixture of experience, in the form
of senior boys who had played at that level the
previous year, and some tenacious Form IVs who
were hoping to make a name for themselves.
A strong and mobile forward pack allowed us
to dominate the set phases as well as the contact
situations. The forwards grew in confidence and
became a very physical unit. The pack included
the experience of Emile de Beer, Kyle Muller, Dirk
Schoeman and Chad Brussouw, as well as Jonathan
Humphries and Dylan Goosen who are the ones to
watch for next year. The forwards were fearless at
ruck time, and many opposition teams refused to
contest for the ball on the ground.
The backs consisted of some very talented ball
players who were able to read the game extremely
well. What we lacked in brawn we made up for in
brains. Blaine Morgan, Daniel Murray and Jay Cowie
have the ability to play at a higher level. Their creativity
and quick thinking resulted in some memorable tries
scored from deep in our own territory.
The first match of the season gave an indication
of the spirit in which the team was to play. Their
focus and determination during the warm-up were
contagious. We were met by a very physical KES
side which was well-drilled and eager to win their
home fixture. To their credit, our boys absorbed
everything that was thrown at them, and emerged
as the 10–3 winners. A tight unit had been formed.
At Maritzburg College our physicality was again
put to the test – the encounter must be rated as one of
the most memorable games of the season. We met a
team which played exactly the same brand of rugby

“Big shove Boys High!” The PBHS pack
scrums down against St Stithians
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as ours and it was an epic battle! We walked away
with a 16–10 win and many bumps and bruises, proud
of our achievement. We won both return fixtures
comfortably, which indicated that all the hours which
we had put into training had paid oﬀ; the boys had
improved consistently throughout the season.
Our first loss of the season came against an
incredibly strong Ben Viljoen 1st Team in scorching
Groblersdal weather after a three hour bus ride. The
next week we lost to Aﬃes. We were not outplayed
by anyone this season; the opposition simply took
advantage of our mistakes. The team was always
humble in defeat. I commend them for their fighting
spirit.
The ability of the team to remain calm in any
situation was made possible by the leadership of
Jason Cunningham who captained the side from flyhalf. Having worked with Jason for two years, I have
seen the way in which he has matured as a player
and as a young man. His ability to read the game and
to put other players into space made him a diﬃcult
character for opposition defences to deal with. His
goal-kicking as well as his kicking out-of-hand were
an asset to the team. He was as strong on defence as
on attack, and was never afraid to put his body on
the line for his teammates. I take this opportunity to
thank Jason for his dedication and support.
A very strong group of matrics in the team always
led by example and were willing always to assist the
less experienced players in the side. Their motivation
and sense of humour made the tough weeks and long
sessions of shuttles and ‘triangles’ pass quickly.
I thank the boys and their parents for their
dedication and eﬀort throughout the season. I thank
Mr Rust, whose easy-going nature, passion for the
game and ability to get the best out of his players are
qualities which I admire. His input and assistance
throughout the season were greatly appreciated.
Mr Ryan O’Donoghue
Coach

The 4th XV, “The Marines”, had a season of mixed
fortune. The results do not reflect the true ability of
this team, which was plagued by injury and illness.
The team was outplayed only by Grey College.
Early in the season we gave away too many “soft”
tries, resulting in our losing three matches due to
intercept tries. However, the team worked hard on
their defensive pattern and turned their game around.
It was a pleasure to coach this group of young men
who displayed determination and bravery in every
encounter. Practices were a combination of hard work
and humour. A particular pleasure was watching the
players develop, as rugby players and as individuals.
The benefits of teamwork, hard work and a desire to
better oneself were clearly evident.
The team ended the season well, with hard-fought
wins over Maritzburg College (24–5) and Aﬃes (8–3).
I thank my co-coach, Mr Botha, for all his enthusiasm
and input. I thank all the parents who supported the
team and hosted the visitors this year.
It was an honour to coach the 4th Team Marines.
Never give up!
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Rugby 4th Team
Ryan O’Donoghue
(Coach)

Results
vs KES
St Stithians
Maritzburg College
Ben Viljoen 2nd
AHS
Sutherland 2nd
St Benedicts 2nd
KES
St Johns 3rd
Grey College
Maritzburg
AHS

W
W
L
L
L
W
L
W
W
L
W
W

Captain:
Most Improved Player:
Player of the Season:

Carrick Saunders
Jason van Heerden
Jacques Kirstein

15–3
47–0
0–7
0–5
10–24
26–10
6–14
31–3
27–10
0–49
24–5
8–3

Rugby 5th Team
“The Marines” began with a good win away, beating
KES 17–0. We came to Brooks Field the following
weekend and created history in Boys High rugby. We
beat St Stithians 57–0, having made seven changes to
the team which had beaten KES.
In the second term we played Maritzburg College
away and narrowly lost 8–10, then went on to beat
the Parktown 3rd team 29–10 away.
The Aﬃes match away was closely fought. At
half-time we were level 3–3. In the last ten minutes
we received a yellow card and Aﬃes ran in two tries.
We went down 3-18 in our second loss.
The Jeppe fixture away will be remembered for its
15 minute first-half and a 10 minute second half. We
went down 0–19.
Back home on Brooks we beat an unbeaten St
Benedicts 3rd team 28–0.
In the St Johns game away we had a great firsthalf leading 35–0 at half-time, but we struggled in
the second half, adding only 2 points to win 49–0.
The following week we beat KES on Brooks for
the second time this year. After eleven changes we
beat them 11–3.
In the third term we went to Grey and played well

but lost 36–0.
For the Maritzburg College game on Brooks we
made eight changes to the team which had gone
down to Grey. The team played its best game of the
season and smashed the unbeaten Maritzburg team
31–0.
4 August was to be our greatest hour! We had our
first scrumming session as a pack on the morning of
the game.
At half-time we were leading the unbeaten Aﬃes
side 10–5. Then “The Marines” played the best
rugby of their lives! We beat Aﬃes 21–10. “The
Marines” had remained unbeaten on Brooks Field,
and conceded only 13 points – a Boys High record
for all teams on Brooks in a full season.
It was an honour to coach the 5th Team. I salute
“The Marines”.
I thank Mr McBride for sharing his wisdom and
coaching skills with me.
Season: P 12 W 9 L3= 75%
Brooks: P 5 W 5 L 0 = 100%
Mr Derik Botha
(Coach)
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Rugby
Rugby 6th Team

Rugby 7th Team

The highlight of the season was our beating our old
rivals KES at home and away. In our matches against
Aﬃes and Grey we took far too long to get into the
game, and picked up momentum only later in the
second halves, which was too little too late.
Several boys were deservedly promoted to the 5th
Team.
We thank all who played for the 6th Team for their
hard work and commitment, and Mr Tucker, who took
care of all the administrative responsibilities.

We lost only three matches, but the greatest
disappointment was our 3–5 loss to Aﬃes at the
end of the season.
Our team never lacked pride or passion, and
never failed to give gutsy performances, even
against significantly stronger opponents.
It has been a pleasure to coach these young
players, and we thank them and Mr Tucker for their
unfailing loyalty and enthusiasm.

Andrew Christie, Oageng Mpipi
Coach

Andrew Christie & Oageng Mpipi
Coach

Cedrick Kabeya securing possession in the match against Aﬃes

Rugby 8th Team
As a coach, I look for good players and for dedication,
and that is exactly what I got. The captains, Craig
Edmund and Reece Hyman, did exceptionally
well, leading the team to a 73% winning average.
This includes beating Maritzburg and KES twice,
and Aﬃes at home. The most resounding victory
was against Marais Viljoen, when the team played
a game fit for Super Rugby and was pronounced
Team of the Week.
The season began with an away victory over
KES, and ended with a resounding 32–5 victory
over Aﬃes at home. The team played with grit and
determination, never gave up, and always gave
their best, no matter what disruptions occurred due
to boys moving up at the last minute. An example
of this never-say-die attitude was when five players
from the 8ths played two games on the same day
against Grey College.
The game of the season was the victory over
Aﬃes. The team had been disrupted by several boys
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being taken up to the 7th team. On the Thursday
before the match, the boys were still unsure of the
starting line-up. Yet, on the Saturday, one would
have thought that Aﬃes was playing a team three
or four spots higher than the 8ths, who did not allow
Aﬃes into the game, and who dominated Aﬃes in
the collisions, set pieces and general play.
I thank all the players who played with guts and
determination for the 8th team. They showed what it
means to play with pride and passion; even at their
lowest moments they kept that fighting spirit alive.
I thank Craig Edmund, Reece Hyman, Meyrick
Gallimore, Brendan Bronkhorst, Matthew De Laney,
Matthew Harper, Ali Marais, Leo Roberts, JP de Witt
and all the other matrics who played for the 8ths this
season, for setting an example of what it means to
play for the red, white and green.
Mr G Segabutle
Coach

9th team rugby is in a class of its own. For part of the
season we were the “Boomspan” and played with
all the guts and glory which is generally associated
with “Boomspans”.
We began the season with an away loss to KES on
a cold, rainy Friday afternoon. A few weeks later we
beat KES at home.
A highlight of the season was the away match
against Aﬃes. At the end of the first half we were
being dominated by Aﬃes and a cricket-type score was
predicted, but after half-time the same boys ran back
onto the field and played one of the best games of rugby,
with guts, determination and passion. Even though
they lost, they could not be faulted for not having tried
their hardest. A few weeks later, we were unlucky to

Evading a tackle, against Grey College

lose again to Aﬃes when we played them at home. A
lapse of concentration during the last five minutes cost
us a game which we had been leading from the start.
On some occasions a shortage of players caused
me to have to find non-team members to play at short
notice. These boys slotted in easily and always gave
their best. Some of these players, who in some cases
were playing their first game of rugby, scored some
of the best tries and providied great entertainment
for the spectators.
I thank the boys for a most entertaining season of
rugby.

SPORT

Rugby 9th Team

Mr R Fourie
Coach

Kelvin Pieterse on attack against St Stithians

Rugby 10th Team
The composition of the 10th Team changed from
week to week, with players being moved to higher
teams. However, we were fortunate to have a fairly
stable number of players for a considerable amount
of time. These boys were true champions, in that
many of them played only for the love of the game
and for their school.
In several instances we practised only on the
Thursday before the match, and managed to win
most of our matches convincingly, but even when
we lost, we showed our true colours by playing until
the final minute. The best example of this was the
away match against Aﬃes, when we played one of

our best games, with the lead changing constantly.
With Aﬃes leading by a narrow margin, the boys
played the final minutes of the game camped on
Aﬃes’ try line, and it was unfortunate that Aﬃes
just managed to hold them oﬀ.
This was a true “Boomspan” which ws eventually
absorbed into the 9th Team. I thank the boys who
gave up their afternoons and weekends (often at
short notice) to fill our ranks. These boys showed
true Boys High spirit.
Mr R Fourie
Coach
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Rugby U16A
Summary of matches.
Opponent
KES (Away)
St Stithians
Zwartkops
Maritzburg College
(Away)
Parktown Won
Affies (Away)
Jeppe
Won
Marais Viljoen
KES (Home)
St Johns College
St Albans Won
Grey College
Maritzburg College
(Home)
Affies (Home)

Result
Won
Won
Won

Points for Points against
8
6
12
6
13
0

Lost
17
Lost
20
Won
Won
Won
24
Lost

12
0
13
10
17
13
26
8
7

Lost
Lost

11
21
214

22
16
12
10
12
40
13
22
177

The average of the points scored by us is 15.3; the
average of the points scored against us is 12.6. The
win/lose ratio is 64% : 36%.
When one looks at these statistics, one sees
numbers and results, but nothing tells the story
of every match, gives an idea of how we fared in
preparing for every weekend, tells how talented
these boys are, or describes the huge improvement
which most of these boys have shown during the
season.
We often speak of the lack of confidence which
some of our teams have in facing our strongest
opponents. We have to motivate and to energise
the boys in order to make them feel as good as
possible for big fixtures. Not this team! It was their
confidence which helped them to win some of
their matches when an average squad would have
given up or perhaps never have arrived in terms of
physical presence.
I have spoken to the boys about my being their
psychologist more often than their rugby coach.
They have all the physical skills, strength and
technique to beat any U16 team in South Africa.
Unfortunately, they tend to lose heart every now
and then. They have been known to fight amongst
themselves and to lack self-discipline, with there
being too many “chiefs” and not enough “Indians”.
With too many strong personalities in the team,
every practice had to be carefully managed, and the
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boys tended at times to appear indecisive during
match time. Needless to say, every practice was
m
eexciting, challenging and eventful.
The team was known from the start as the team
which beat Aﬃes last year, a team with a big pack,
w
aand a backline which was perhaps not the most
ssettled or the most dangerous. Injuries can make
or break a season. I was determined to make sure
o
tthat the team was well-conditioned. We were very
ffortunate to lose only three players due to injury, and
never for longer than two weeks. The boys had an
n
eexcellent attitude regarding fitness (conditioning);
tthey never complained and never became negative.
Monday SAQ’s (speed, agility and quickness drills),
M
aand shuttles (standard issue) almost every day, were
rroutine, and the boys embraced them as what was
necessary in order to become physically the best.
n
Except for the Grey College match, there was not a
E
match in which where we did not win the second
m
half. Our fitness carried us through, and injuries
h
were very few.
w
The results which we managed to turn around
from a loss in 2011 to a win this year included
beating Zwartkops in a mid-week fixture. Last year
we lost to St. Benedicts; this year we chose instead
to play Marias Viljoen who had convincingly beaten
St Benedicts the previous week. In terms of being
clinical and of perfect execution, this was our best
match of the year – and we beat them 17–12.
Matches which we should have won included
our first match against Aﬃes away which we lost
13–16. We were dominating the last twenty minutes
and got a penalty at the end to draw the match, but
chose to kick for touch with the plan to drive and
score, but it did not happen. Aﬃes scored one try
from a box kick charge down and that was it! This
was one of three matches we allowed to slip away.
The next was Maritzburg College at home. We were
by far the stronger side. Unfortunately for us, they
kicked a penalty from the half-way line and scored
an intercept try to get 10 points on us which they
probably should not have had. We lost 11–13. The
third one was against Aﬃes at home. They scored
two tries from two one-on-one tackles which we
missed in the mid-field. We made a great comeback
during the second half, and in the last minute we
scored a try close to the touch line. Unfortunately
we missed the kick and lost by one point! We were
devastated!
The boys who played for the U16A team are:

Matches played during 2012
12 (missed 2 due to injury)
13 (missed 1 due to illness)
14
14
14
14
13 (missed 1 due to injury)
11
13 (missed 1 due to illness)
14
13 (missed 1 due to illness)
14
14
14
11
2
2
5
1
7
3

We thank Mr Kelly, the U16B Team coach, who
has been very supportive, who had some good ideas
and advice, and who was always willing to send up
one or two of his players when we needed them. His
coaching has transformed the B Team into a very
competitive unit, from which the A Team benefited.
We thank Neil Landsberg, our captain. It was quite
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Name and Surname
Jake Blew
Viaan Janse van Rensburg
Alex Cutugno
Gideon van den Berg
Sam Mitchell
Mitchell Baumann
Quentin Hlangwane
Wade Gunning
Tristan Eve
Neil Landsberg
Wayne Parker
Rossouw Basson
Gregan Kirkham
Sipho Phiri
Dylan Neser
Tshwene Mojela
Daniel Tooley
Bjorn Fjastad
Dan Malangela
Josh Chesno
Johan van Rensburg

Selected for Bulls
Bulls A

Grant Khomo
Bulls B
Bulls B / North of Vaal regional team
Bulls B

Bulls A

tough for him with all the strong characters in the
team, but he did very well! It was an honour and a
privilege for me to coach this team.
M Housdon
Coach

Tis here learn to live!
The Pretorian
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Rugby U16B
“C’MON GIVE US A GAME!” roared the wild-eyed
KES forward at the stunned Boys High players lying
prone on their own try line.
Old wounds were ripped open. With flash-backs
of the 5–36 thumping which they had received at the
hands of KES in their first fixture of the season racing
through their minds, the rattled Boys High team
assembled under their posts for the third time in the
past ten minutes. Their early 5–0 lead was now an
ominous 17–5 deficit mid-way through the first half.
The arrogant taunt was an unwise move, a step
too far. It had awoken something in this team. Harsh
words were spoken and some plain truths revealed
what we had to do and how we were going to do
it. There was a comment form one of our players
(ironically he is part of the First Aid team!) “to send
these boys home in body bags”. A steely resolve
came over the team as KES lined up the conversion.
The boys were going to send a clear message to KES.
“Not on our field. Not on our Founders weekend.
Not today”. The conversion sailed wide.
Within minutes of the restart, our hooker and
captain, Daniel Tooley, found himself on the halfway line and in the middle of the backline when
possession came his way. A wall of KES defenders
had him covered. In a moment of pure inspiration,
Tooley sent a deft chip kick over their defenders.
A telepathic response from our fly-half, Johan van
Rensburg, saw him gather the ball and sprint 40
metres to score a fantastic try. A missed conversion
could not dim our renewed belief when the whistle
ended a frantic first half. Boys High was 10–17
behind, but KES would now get the game which
they wanted…
The second half was trench warfare, with neither
team giving an inch. The longer the match went on,
the more confidence Boys High gained. With less
than ten minutes to play, our outside centre, Vincent
Edwards, made a brilliant tackle and stole the ball.
He then outstripped the defence in a fifty metre dash
to the try line. The conversion was good and scores
were locked up at 17points all.
KES came roaring back and put us under pressure
deep in our own half. Our scrumhalf, Alan Goldacre,
got scrappy possession. With seemingly no-where
to go, he evaded a few tacklers and showed great
vision and skill to put a brilliant kick in behind the
KES defence. The boys followed up and pinned KES
in their own twenty-two metre area. Moments later
they earned a crucial penalty. Kyle Plage stepped up
and calmly slotted the kick to put us 20–17 in front
with only minutes to spare.
From the restart KES gained possession and
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advanced deep into our half. The signs were
ominous as KES launched wave after wave of attack.
The team showed huge commitment, composure
and discipline in not giving away any penalties.
As KES pounded away at our defence, cracks were
beginning to show. We were stretched to the limits.
The boys threw themselves at the opposition. Bodies
were put on the line, tackle after tackle. Fifteen
scrambling defenders were hanging on by their
finger nails. Lungs and legs were on fire. The hunger
for one more tackle, one more turnover…
The referee’s whistle ended a massive assault
on the Boys High try line. Fifteen shattered players
looked up at the referee. Penalty to Boys High. Kyle
Plage took possession of the ball and made sure to
kick the penalty out. The referee blew the final whistle
and Boys High won a dramatic match 20 points to 17.
Our first home game was against a much
improved St Stithians team. We had to battle to
register a narrow 14–10 win. At the start of the second
term we travelled to Pietermaritzburg where we
were soundly beaten 16–31 by Maritzburg College.
Next we travelled to Johannesburg and registered a
confidence-boosting 28–0 win over Parktown.
Then came our first Aﬃes fixture. The boys
showed courage in standing up to the physical
challenge which Aﬃes threw at them. Unfortunately
we conceded two quick tries which took the game
away from us. The boys were determined not to lie
down, and showed character and skill to launch an
excellent attack which resulted in a try for Conrad
van Wyk. We finished strong, but eventually ran out
of time, losing 7–17.
The tumultuous nature of our season continued.
We hit rock bottom with a lacklustre performance
against a determined Jeppe team and lost 5–12. This
was even harder to stomach, given how well we had
played against Aﬃes the previous week. This defeat
was a turning point in our season. We decided as
a team that our poor performance would not be a
breakdown, but rather a breakthrough to reveal our
true ability.
We delivered on that promise with an intense
display against Sutherland’s U16A team. Our
forwards were outstanding; they completely
overwhelmed the Sutherland pack as we dominated
every collision and won every scrum. We ran out
41–3 winners. Our season was back on track.
We then came up against the St Benedicts U16A
team (which had beaten our own A team last year).
Aidan Nunn scored a great try straight from the
kick-oﬀ when we took the game by the scruﬀ of the
neck. However, we were up against a very good

devastating ball carriers I have seen at Boys High.
We saw glimpses of his true potential this year. I
sincerely hope that he realises that potential in the
open age group.
Conrad van Wyk – played lock and flank. For
a forward, he has a unique ability to step past
defenders. He is very good line-out jumper and
plays the game with a real enthusiasm.
HJ Cronje (flank) – has incredible finger tip control
of line-out ball even at four metres above the
ground. He is a complete forward and trained with
an intensity which few could match. Unfortunately
his rugby career was cut short after a bad break of
his collarbone against Aﬃes in our final match of
the season. His presence on the rugby field will be
missed.
Josh Raynard (flank) – a devastating and fearless
fetcher with a great work rate. Josh was an absolute
pest at the breakdown, regularly creating crucial
turnovers with his reading of the play and an
incredibly strong and low body position.
Geor Schulze – a courageous and dedicated eighth
man with very good skills. He developed the ability
to steal opposition line-out ball which made a crucial
diﬀerence. He was on a constant quest to improve his
game. Geor is one of the unsung heroes of this team.
Allan Goldacre (scrumhalf) – a brave and clever
player, he was never intimidated when he had to
mix it with the forwards. He has a very good pass
oﬀ both sides. He put in hours of work on his own.
Allan is always composed under pressure and has a
knack of taking the right options.
Johan van Rensburg (centre/fly-half) – he selflessly
moved from centre to fly-half in the best interests of
the team. He is an intelligent player with excellent
distribution and defensive skills and was regularly
used as a replacement for the A team.
Mark Christian (wing/centre) – a devastating and
aggressive player, whether running with the ball or
defending. Mark is fearless and has good skills. The
team was always far more potent with him in the
starting line up.
Kyle Plage (centre) – has excellent distribution skills
and is an aggressive defender. He thrived on being
given extra responsibility, whether it was kicking
a number of vital conversions and penalties or
organising our defensive line.
Vincent Edwards (centre) – a courageous and
determined player. He has big match temperament
(BMT) in bucket- loads and always played his best
matches against our toughest opposition. He scored
a brilliant try against KES. On a few occasions this
season he directly opposed provincial players and
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team with a number of Lions provincial players. St
Benedicts took control of the match and we were
beaten 17–29.
We registered our best win of the season with
a come-from-behind 20–17 win over a very good
KES team. Our final fixture for the second term was
against St Albans. Our opponents put up a fight
and we had to battle to win 33–3 in an error-ridden
performance.
Our first match of the third term was a daunting
away-trip to Grey College. From the start our defence
was put under pressure Grey had a commanding
26–3 lead at half-time and then proceeded to rip our
flimsy, intimidated defence to shreds with their slick
handling and running skills. They racked up a 3–89
thrashing.
This team’s strength of character and their ability
to respond positively to adversity was never more
apparent than during the week after the Grey
thrashing. They had to pick themselves up and take
on Maritzburg College, who had soundly outplayed
us earlier in the season. The boys produced an
abrasive performance to reverse our defeat by
beating Maritzburg College 17–5.
We approached our last match of the season,
against Aﬃes with renewed confidence. We had
run them close earlier in the season and we believed
that we could beat them. Unfortunately in the first
minute of the match, we lost an incredibly important
player, HJ Cronje, with a broken collar bone. By
half-time we had also lost another flank when our
brilliant fetcher, Josh Raynard, badly injured a hand.
The boys battled on bravely, but we just could not
finish oﬀ our limited opportunities. We lost 16–6.
The following boys were regular players in our
team this season:
Tshwene Mojela – a loose-head prop in the Beast
Mtawarira mould. He has good hands, is courageous
on defence, a great ball carrier and excellent in the
scrums and line-outs. If he continues to work hard
he has a very bright future in rugby.
Daniel Tooley – a hooker with tremendous skill
and work rate. He is a fearless ball carrier and the
best line out thrower I have worked with. He took
pleasure in physical contact. Daniel is a brilliant
captain who always leads by example.
Aiden Malan – an incredibly strong tight-head prop
and the cornerstone of our scrum. He is courageous
and has a tremendous work rate and good skills. He
was completely dedicated to this team and to being
the best he can be.
Dan Malengela – an extremely talented lock. He
is big and strong and quick. He is one of the most
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Rugby
always looked as if he belonged.
Miles Matlaisane (wing) – there were few better
sights in this team than Miles’s receiving a pass at
full pace. He has speed, courage on defence, and
worked hard on his skills and reading of the game.
Gcina Mndebele (wing) – has great feet, acceleration
and skills. He is a fearless defender and is not scared
of physical contact. He spent hours on his own on
freezing mornings and late afternoons, honing his
goal kicking.
Keiran Kruger (full back) – strong with good speed
and positional play. He showed initiative to create
some counter-attack moves with his partners on the
wing. Keiran was dedicated to improving his skills
and showed a lot of potential as an attacking full-back.
The following boys played a few matches for the
B team, but ended up playing the majority of their
games for either the A or C teams. Their contribution
is truly appreciated: Bjorn Fjastad, Aidan Nunn,

Dylan Neser, Jethro Crawford, Ryan Carlson, Jordan
Williams, Michael Volschenk, Katleho Matlolane,
Keaghan Vryenhoek and Daniel du Plessis.
The strength of character and the ability of the
team to bounce back from adversity really stood out
this season. The players made great strides in their
development and they must continue to believe in
themselves. I thank Mr Smuts for his willingness
to include our team with the U16A team whenever
possible. Mr McBride also played an important role
in this team’s development with his sage advice
during our Thursday “bag sessions” with the 4th XV.
Mr Landsberg and Mr Crouse, the coaches of the
U16C and D Teams, have also done a fantastic job.
Every player from their squad was selected for our
team made the step up seamlessly.
Mr J Kelly
Coach

Rugby U16C and D
At the beginning of the season we decided that
the U16 C and D teams would operate as a squad;
Shaun would take care of the powerful forwards
and Roanne of the skilful backs.
Our aim was to increase the skills level, fitness
and understanding of the game of every player. Our
goals were to get as many of our players as
possible into the B and A teams. A number of
players did have the opportunity to play for the B
team throughout the season, but a large number
of injuries and illnesses often caused players to be
side-lined and upset the continuity of the C team.
However, thanks to commitment and hard training,
the C team was always a very strong side whose
players were sent to the Bs, and replaced by very
capable D team players.
The season began with two narrow losses to Aﬃes
but we knew that the return match at home would
be a memorable one. The boys’ extra sense of pride
certainly showed on that day. The D team held them
level for most of the first half, and then fell away
in the second half to lose 3–35. The C team excelled
themselves. We were incredibly proud of the way in
which our boys played for the squad, the school and
rugby in general. Courage and commitment shone
through, and it was not until the last minute that
Aﬃes squeezed in a try and a conversion to steal the
game from us 14–10. This match will be remembered
as one of the best, with great performances from
Miles, Kats and Rufus.
Other great performances included the battles
against Maritzburg, when the C team held oﬀ an
enormous assault on our try-line to record an away
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win, and then convincingly beat them at Boys High.
The D team also beat Maritzburg away 55–10, and at
home 32–14.
Other matches which stand out were those against
KES (both wins), Ben Vorster and Marais Viljoen,
and the C team game against Grey College with a
never-say-die attitude
We thank all the players of the U16C and D squad
for a great season.
Some boys were so committed throughout the
season that they never missed a practice. Calvin
Cookson played for the Ds, Cs and Bs this season.
Rey Coetzee was our “Heart like a Lion” brother
with all the talent, as long as he did not have to
catch the ball. Aiden Nunn was the original squad
captain before going to the B team. We thank him for
his quiet leadership. Cameron Williamson, our team
clown, was one of the most improved players. He
started in Ds and later did very well for the Bs. He
is a strong scrumming prop who also gets around
the park. Dan du Plessis, our little play-maker, and
Calvin constantly pushed each other to improve.
Dan missed one week due to concussion but
attended the session nevertheless. Others who were
always committed to the squad, were Ben Pretorius,
Kieran Kruger, Keagan Vryenhoek, Neil McNerney
and Kade Chapman.
We thank all the boys for their commitment,
which was highly appreciated and noticed by other
coaches.
Roanne Crouse and Shaun Landsberg
Coaches
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Rugby U15A
We travelled in excited confidence to our first fixture
against KES, but we were disappointed by our
narrow 15–17 loss. However, we thrashed them 19–0
in our second encounter, which made us feel that we
had redeemed ourselves.
The highlight of the season was our beating
Maritzburg College on their home turf – their first
loss in ten years on home soil.
We ended the season with a 7–28 loss against
Aﬃes in a tightly contested match.
The team was coached by Dr Lombard and
captained by Reenen Buys-du Plessis and Marco
Cameron.
Reenen Buys-du Plessis
Captain

Kallie Kurz clears the ball from the base of the scrum

Rugby U15B
After only one week of practice, we travelled to KES
for our first fixture. At half-time we were trailing by
0–7, but felt confident that we could turn the game
around. Unfortunately, we lost 0–45.
A few weeks and a few fitness sessions later, we
met KES again on our own turf, where we drew 5–5,
and regained our confidence.
We played some of our best rugby against
Maritzburg College away. We defended as if our
lives depended on it, and put together multiple
phases on attack. Unfortunately, some vital mistakes
revealed the team’s lack of experience, which cost us
the match at 17–29.
When Maritzburg travelled to Pretoria for our
penultimate match, we dominated the first half, but,
despite our determination, found ourselves trailing
0–14 at half-time. Four minutes into the second half
we scored a try, and a few minutes later a penalty.
All we needed to win the match was one converted
try. With only two minutes of play remaining,
Maritzburg had a second opportunity to win, but

lost it. The ball was fielded behind the posts after
the unsuccessful kick. We ran the length of the field
to score at the other end. The score was 13–14, with
a kick to come. Justin stepped back. Silence. Then
scenes of joy when the flags went up!
The statistics bespeak an average performance:
However, the team’s commitment, enthusiasm
and reliability have left us all with the satisfaction
of having thoroughly enjoyed the season, and of
having shown that Boys High’s character is alive
and well.
Mouton Badenhorst
Coach

Played
Won
Lost
Drawn

12
5
6
1

Rugby U15C
The restructuring at the Bush School meant that our
players would be away for fewer weeks, but that
more boys would miss part of the season.
Our first match was against KES away. Our loss
to their obviously better team enabled us to resolve
never again to play so poorly. However, the season
proved to be challenging, for we had to face the
U15A teams of several schools. Nevertheless, the
boys never stepped back from such challenges;
they gave their all, physically and mentally and,

regardless of a scuﬀed knee or a bumped toe, put
their bodies on the line. Their pride, passion and
talent were incredible!
It has been a privilege to coach these boys, every
one of whom has found a way into my heart. I
thank the team and Mr Housdon for their selfless
contributions to a successful season.
Glen Botha
Coach
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Rugby U15D
The most memorable match was that against St
Albans. The boys scored try after try by keeping
to the game plan and tearing open the defence for
Timothy Thompson to score four tries! Matthew
McLuckie received the ball from a kick-oﬀ and
“bounced” a St Albans player, who had to be carried
oﬀ on a stretcher. That set the tone for the match.
Our away win over Maritzburg was another
highlight.
Captain Liam Markides’s leadership carried the
team through some very testing times. Kristen van
Zyl, Dean Stainthorpe and Dillon Cromhout were all
great ball-carriers and good on defence in the front,
while Ronald Muregerera, Christian Hitchcock and
Clayton Boon showed excellent skill and vision at
the back.
Despite the constant movement of players up to
other teams, resulting in almost a new team running

onto the field every week, the boys got to know and
to trust their team-mates, and every boy played his
heart out for the player next to him in true Boys
High spirit.
Instead of the big hits, the excellent breaks,
the tries and the scores, it is the character which
the boys revealed during every practice and
match which I shall long remember. Every player
improved significantly as the season progressed –
best exemplified by the team’s improved skills and
understanding of the game which resulted in our
great win against KES, having lost our first match
against the same team.
I congratulate every member of the team on a
truly great season!
Andries Pretorius
Coach

Rugby U15E
These boys managed to beat convincingly every
team which they faced, except Aﬃes, which is a
commendable measure of their improvement during
the course of the season.
The first practice involved the “Koppe Stamp”
exercise, in which the boys participated with enthusiasm
and determination, each boy doing his best to prove his
worth and to excel in his preferred position.
Many boys were still only beginners after the
first practice, so we had to concentrate on such
fundamentals as passing, running with the ball,
tackling, positions, tactics and strategies. Our first
match against KES revealed just what they needed

to learn.
The boys never compromised in striving to
improve their game. They pushed themselves
relentlessly. Almost every practice included bodyweight training and, despite some initial complaints,
the boys were soon doing extra strength-training
at home. They developed technically far more
quickly than I had expected, which made for a truly
rewarding season. I am proud of every boy’s eﬀort
and dedication.
Mr D de Lange
Coach

Rugby U15F
We suﬀered an unfortunate loss to KES away,
which made us prove our guts and character by
scoring big wins against:
St Stithians
St Johns
Sutherland
KES at home
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28-7
32-12
20-12
10-5

We were grateful to be able to borrow players from
time to time from the E Team.
The highs and lows, hardships and good times
m
made the season memorable and enjoyable for all
o
of these optimistic boys, and for me.
B
Bjorn Appelgryn
Coach

This has been one of the more challenging seasons in
recent years. More than one hundred and thirty-five
boys turned up for the trials, approximately 40% of
whom had some rugby experience.
Our first match against KES was tough, but the
boys got stuck in. Unfortunately, an intercept try
early in the second half put us on the back foot
but, to the boys’ credit they fought back strongly
eventually to score the last try – final score 19–7.
Our second match against St Stithians was
extremely frustrating and with no recognised hooker
it seemed impossible to win a line-out. We lost this
game 0–5, which had a devastating eﬀect on the boys.
We then went to the Parktown Festival, where
we tried diﬀerent combinations. This was a good
learning experience for the boys, but it took some
time to establish combinations and to get closer
to more consistent team selections. It was good to
have the A and B teams training as a squad, because
it meant that a bigger pool of players was being
developed and it helped us to identify latent talent.
Although we had some quality players, it soon
became apparent that we lacked depth in certain key
positions. Our inability to string together a series of
consistent performances caused much frustration.

1

3
1. Gregan Kirkham on the attack against Grey College with Tristan
Eve in close support
2. Ngoako Ralepelle outstrips the defence against St Stithians

This aﬀected the boys’ self-belief and obviously
this negatively influenced their playing ability. The
team was keen, but they were tentative and many
of them seemed to lack confidence in the contact
(collisions) situation. Missed tackles plagued us and
it was only when the boys got this critical aspect of
the game right that we were able to perform well. In
the second term we enjoyed a series of good results
against Sutherland, KES, St Benedicts and St Albans.
This helped to develop an element of trust among
the players.
The third term matches against Maritzburg
College, Grey and Aﬃes were disappointing, but
the boys learnt something from each of those names.
Although it was a tough season, it was pleasing
to note the remarkable improvement in the players
and the team. My expectations of this group are very
high and I look forward to watching them next year
with great anticipation. I trust in their ability and
believe that they will become formidable opponents.
I thank Mr Smit and Mr Matt Currie for their hard
work and passion for the game and for the school.
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Rugby U14A

Mr Dan Harvey
Coach

2

4
3. Wesley Horne makes a line break against Grey College
4. William Scott feeds Kelvin Pieterse from the base of the scrum
against St Stithians
The Pretorian
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Rugby U14B
It is diﬃcult to report on a season characterised by
hours of hard work but very few results to show for it.
Mr Harvey and I decided this year to practise together
as the A and B squad. We hoped that this would not
only make selection easier, but that it would help to
raise the level of intensity during practices. We were
also fortunate enough to acquire the services of one of
the most dedicated and passionate student coaches,
Mr Matt Curry. His input as an old boy and his
knowledge of rugby were invaluable.
After two gruelling weeks of trials, we still had
some doubts regarding to our team selections, but we
felt confident when we set oﬀ to Johannesburg for our
first encounter against KES. Due to the late arrival of
one of our buses, we took to the field with a mixed
team of starting line-up players and reserves. This
made for some confusion in the set pieces. By half
time, when we finally had a full-strength team, we
were 7–0 down. The team settled down and started to
string some phases together. Unfortunately it was too
little too late, and we lost 0–10.
We won our next match against St Stithians 74–0.
The boys played with such composure and focus
that I began to believe that we had the makings of a
really good U14 team. In hindsight, I think that we
lost that composure in the weeks which followed as
we lost six matches in succession against some tough

Mr Cornelius Smit
Coach

1

2

3

4

1. Aiden Markram on the attack playing for the Second XV
2. Cameron Anthony fends oﬀ a defender against St Stithians
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opposition – Maritzburg, Parktown, Zwartkops,
Aﬃes, Marais Viljoen and KES. We lost to Jeppe 13–
14, in a nail-biting finish.
Before the school holidays we won two matches,
against St Johns and St Albans. We reminded the
boys that hard work was what was needed during
the holidays if we were to have any chance against
three of our toughest opponents during the third
term. The boys came back in peak condition for their
last three gruelling encounters. Unfortunately we
lost to both Grey and Maritzburg College.
We left our best rugby of the season till last. We
went into the Aﬃes match feeling tired after a long
season and after our 0–60 loss to Aﬃes during the
second term, I did not have much hope. The boys
surprised me. We were only 0–5 down at half-time.
We made the opposition work hard for their points
with some solid, body-on-the-line, defence. Much to
the delight of our supporters we scored a last minute
team try in the corner, but we lost this match 5–19.
With this kind of performance, coupled with their
growing passion for the school, I look forward to
watching these boys’ achievements next year, by which
time they will have grown in size and in confidence.
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3. Time for reflection after a close but satisfying match against
Maritzburg College
4. Luke Stevenson chases the ball down in the match against Aﬃes

Words cannot do justice to the time and eﬀort
expended by these boys in pursuit of glory. The
Under 14C team can best be described as persistent,
tenacious and talented. The boys began with a
tremendous task ahead them, making up for years of
inexperience. It was a task which ground down even
the hardest individual, forcing a few boys to give
up along the way. Those who remained improved
by leaps and bounds, and were rewarded for their
tenacity by being promoted to higher teams.
It was a season of blood, sweat and tears, of highs
and lows, but also of persistence. We were often
out-played by larger, more skilful and well-coached
opponents, but we never let anything deter us in our
determination to win. The side was led by Matthew
Hassenkamp, who has yet to mature but who shows
tremendous leadership potential. We benefited
from the power up-front of Aidan Perring, Sacha
Zachariades, Melusi Mgenya, Jean Terblanche, Ryan
van Zyl and Callum du Plessis whose collective eﬀort
in the heart of the scrum saw us gain the upper-hand
against several opponents. The pairing of Matthew
de Klerk and Andries Roos provided stability in the
scrum and gave us strong runners during open play.
Our loose trio was led by Hassenkamp and supported
by Clayton Steenkamp and Ryan Wolter whose grit

and hard work on and oﬀ the ball left many attacking
teams disappointed.
The back line benefited from the deft passing
skills of Matthew van Zyl and Zach Steyn in scrumhalf position. Timothy Louw’s domination of the flyhalf channel was an indication of his ability, never
relinquishing his position and always providing vital
opportunities to score. The member of our team who
most deserved to be promoted, but never was, was
Michael John Anderson, a young man whose grit
and determination in tackle situations was infallible
and left many speechless. The wings and full-back
positions were filled by Braam Bisschop, Kamegelo
Motecwane and Sheldon van Niekerk – all gifted in
the art of deception, and blessed with speed and a
determination to score.
Sandile Mdluli’s talent always stood out. One year
younger than his counterparts and a head shorter
than the rest of the team, he showed the greatest
determination in tackling, passing, rucking and scoring.
I will remember the team for its passion and drive
to succeed. I thank the boys for their eﬀorts. Our
triumphs will not be forgotten.
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Rugby U14 C

Mr Wesley Koekemoer
Coach

Rugby U14D
The team managed to win most of their matches
with the exception of those against our traditional
arch-rivals. One of the highlights of the season was
a hard-fought game against Maritzburg College at
home which ended in a draw. One of our problems
was having repeatedly to change players in the
forwards and in the backs, due to players’ being
injured or moving up to the higher teams. This led to

some frustration for we seldom had two consecutive
sessions with the same fifteen players. As the season
progressed the boys’ skills improved. There was never
a lack of energy and commitment. It has been very
rewarding and a pleasure to work with this group.
H Dorlas
Coach

Rugby U14E, F and G
The first match of the season set the trend for these
boys when the G Team toppled a loaded KES team
and won for us our first Sports Team of the Week award.
From that Saturday onwards, and throughout the
rest of the season, all the boys maintained a neversay-die attitude along with an intense love of the
game. The success of this squad can be attributed
to every boy’s desire for his own and his team’s
improvement. These boys learned from their
weaknesses and mistakes and used those lessons to
their advantage.
We had to deal quite often with last-minute callups to higher teams. For a team to lose players at
a Thursday practice and still be able to adjust their
set pieces was a remarkable feat, which these boys

managed very successfully, having often had to
change positions without any practice at all.
After each team had lost to Aﬃes by quite a
large margin in their first encounter, the team motto
was changed to “Train to beat Grey”, which came
to fruition towards the end of the season when the
F Team managed to grind out a win against Grey
at Grey by 14 points to 10. This led to the squad’s
claiming their second Sports Team of the Week award.
We thank this very talented squad of boys and
their parents for a memorable season.
Ms A Bolduc, Mr D Lombard, Mrs B Nel and Mr C
Thomson
Coaches
The Pretorian
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2012 has been a very successful year for squash
at Pretoria Boys High School. We started the year
with four main objectives, namely to encourage
mass participation; to be one of the top first teams
in the country; to be rated top overall squash
school in Pretoria; and to win the Top Schools
tournament.
In order to achieve mass participation, PBHS
squash attempted to create an environment where
every boy would be trained professionally and
would be given the opportunity to play league
squash for the school. These attempts were
successful and we had a total of 80 learners playing
league fixtures for Boys High. It was exciting to see
all the boys improving as individual players.
PHBS squash was successful in creating one of
the top squash first teams in the country. This was
done by providing each first team player with a
high performance training structure. Throughout
the year, the first team squad trained three times
per week with Craig Stephens at the Pretoria High
School Old Boys’ club. Boys’ explosive power and
core strength was improved with the help of a weekly
gym session, established by Craig. This training was
complemented by the boys playing Men’s league
on Thursday nights and Pretoria Schools league
Fridays. Boys also took part in occasional provincial
tournaments over weekends.

I am very proud to be able to say that PBHS squash
achieved its goal of being rated the top squash school
in Pretoria. The PBHS team won the U19A, U19B,
and U14 A leagues. The school came second in the
U16A, U16B, and U14B leagues. PBHS was awarded
by NJSA awarded PBHS with an award for being the
best overall school in the league.
The school team unfortunately did not win the
Top Schools tournament. However, the lessons
learnt by the boys and their behaviour during the
tournament made the experience worthwhile.
We were fortunate to have some major renovations
done at the squash courts in 2012. The floors of courts
3 and 4 were sanded and the front walls of courts
1 and 2 were re-plastered. The general look of the
courts was upgraded by refurbishing the benches
and photo frames.
The successful year for PBHS is attributed to the
commitment of the coaches and the support of the
school. Thanks must be given to the coaches and
Boys High staﬀ that helped throughout the year.
Jacques, Johan, Craig, Sarah, Mark and Tarryn –
Your passion, professionalism and commitment is
what made this year possible.

This has been a very successful year for squash. We
started the year with four objectives: to encourage
mass participation; to be one of the top First Teams
in the country; to be rated top overall squash school
in Pretoria; to win the Top Schools tournament.
In order to achieve mass participation, we
attempted to create an environment in which
every boy is trained professionally and is given
the opportunity to play league squash for the
school. These attempts were successful; we had a
total of eighty boys playing league fixtures. It was
exciting to watch them all improving as individual
players.
We have succeeded in creating one of the top
squash First Teams in the country, by providing each
First Team player with a high performance training
structure. Throughout the year, the First Team squad
trained three times every week with Craig Stephens
at the Pretoria High School Old Boys’ Club. The boys’
explosive power and core strength were improved
with the help of a weekly gym session, established
by Craig. This training was complemented by the
boys’ playing Men’s League on Thursday evenings
and Pretoria Schools League on Friday. The boys
also took part in occasional weekend provincial
tournaments.

I am very proud to say that we have achieved our
goal of being rated the top squash school in Pretoria.
Our team won the U19A, U19B and U14A leagues.
We came second in the U16A, U16B, and U14B
leagues. We received from NJSA an award for being
the best overall school in the league.
Unfortunately, we did not win the Top Schools
tournament. However, the lessons learnt by the boys
and their behaviour during the tournament made
the experience worthwhile.
We were fortunate to have some major renovations
done at the squash courts. The floors of courts 3 and
4 were sanded and the front walls of courts 1 and
2 were re-plastered. The general appearance of the
courts was upgraded by refurbishing the benches
and photograph frames.
Our success this year can be attributed only to
the commitment of the coaches and the support of
the school. I thank the coaches and the teachers who
assisted us throughout the year – Jacques, Johan,
Craig, Sarah, Mark and Tarryn. Their passion,
professionalism and commitment are what made
our success.
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Justin Cook
MIC

Mr Justin Cook
Master in Charge

The first team squash had a very interesting year
in 2012. Although there were many occasions to
celebrate there were also extremely tough times. True
to Boys High Spirit we none the less excelled above
the disappointments to only grow into stronger and
more dedicated sportsmen.
We started the year with a fitness test on the first
day back from the December holidays, which made
us realize coach Craig had high expectations for the
year to come.
The St. Andrews tour was enjoyable as always and
very successful. The team displayed high quality
squash as we only lost one match.
Our Pretoria League statistics once again were
nothing short of incredible. We completed the
season unbeaten and thrashed every opponent who
stood in our way week after week. We were the only
school with two teams in the A section.
The team as a whole was one with endless energy,
enthusiasm and eagerness to do nothing else but

play the game we all so dearly love. The team spirit
among fellow teammates was amazing and there
was never one dull moment. The team consisted
of Mark Shickerling, Marko Fourie, Cleeyland
Potgieter, Kyle Gaunt and Ryan Todd.
The controversial Top Schools disappointment
only made us more proud of our school, the integrity
and honesty of our players and coaches as well as
the support of the Boys High parents.
Our 2012-year was definitely full of ups and downs
but overall it was a good year for Boys High squash.
There is a lot of promise and excellent potential in
squash at Boys High and we will definitely reach
new heights in the next couple of years. Mr. Cook
and coach Craig Stevens have taken our squash to
a new level and there is definitely no stopping the
very young and talented group of up and coming
boys to excel in the future.

The squash year started with the school
championships which saw a passionate performance
from Mark Schickerling who beat the reigning
champion, Charl Fourie, in the final. The depth
of quality squash players at the annual school
championships was encouraging to see. Justin
Cook has been the driving force behind the squash
revolution at Boys High. The courts are being used
to their maximum capacity every afternoon by the
near one-hundred-man strong Boys High squash
community.
We were invited to take a second team to the St
Andrews festival, which allowed twelve of our top
players to test themselves against the top schoolboys
in South Africa. The First Team narrowly lost two
fixtures, but they showed a lot of potential.
The team set its sights on Top Schools and each
one of the boys dedicated himself to helping the
team get to Top Schools. Special mention must be
made of Kyle Gaunt who arrived at Boys High as a
talented player in form one, but who spent the next
three years struggling with injury and was finally
cleared to play at the start of his matric year. He was
determined to help the First Team to win Top Schools
and he worked incredibly hard to secure his place in
the team. His hard work and dedication set a great
example by showing how anything is possible with
the correct attitude and work ethic.
In order to qualify for Top Schools we would have

to beat our long-time rivals, Menlo Park. We lost the
play-oﬀ against Menlo 3–2 in a very controversial
fixture which saw them changing their order so as
to achieve the result which they wanted. Menlo was
disqualified for this display of poor sportsmanship.
After this decision had been made they involved
their lawyers and had the decision reversed. Boys
High played against Menlo in the school league on
the day before they left for Top Schools and beat them
4–0, leaving no doubt as to who was the better team.
The First Team went on to win the Pretoria Schools
League, and lost only two fixtures throughout the
year.
Charl and Marko Fourie were ranked 7th and 4th
nationally in under 19 and under 16 respectively.
Marko Fourie and Cleelynd Potgieter are both
promising players who have bright futures in the
First Team as well as in South African squash.
The three matrics – Charl, Mark and Kyle – were
great assets to the team when it came to setting the
tone for the way in which the boys would train,
as well as for the team’s spirit. They are all very
talented players and the type of boys whom Boys
High is proud to call its own.
The team spirit this year was phenomenal. I was
proud to be their coach.
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1st Team Squash

Charl Fourie

Craig Stephens
Coach
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Squash
The First Team has had a very interesting year.
Although there were many occasions to celebrate,
there were also some extremely tough times.
However, true to Boys High spirit, we emerged
the better for our disappointments and grew into
stronger and more dedicated sportsmen.
A fitness test on the first day back from the
December holidays made us appreciate that our
coach, Craig, had high expectations.
The St Andrews tour was enjoyable and very
successful. The team played high quality squash
which resulted in our losing only one match.
Our Pretoria League statistics were once again
nothing short of extraordinary. We completed the
season unbeaten, having thrashed every opponent,
week after week. We were the only school with two
teams in the A Section.
The team as a whole displayed boundless energy,

enthusiasm and determination to do nothing but
play the game which we love. The team spirit was
amazing. The team consisted of Mark Schickerling,
Mark Fourie, Cleelynd Potgieter, Kyle Gaunt and
Ryan Todd.
The controversial Top Schools disappointment
served only to make us even more proud of our
school, of the integrity and honesty of our players
and coaches and of the support of the Boys High
parents.
The year was characterised by ups and downs,
but all in all it was a good year for Boys High squash.
There is much promise and excellent potential in
squash at Boys High. Mr Cook and our coach, Mr
Craig Stephens, have taken our squash to a new
level of excellence.
Charl Fourie

1st Squash Team

Front Row L–R: R Todd, C Fourie, M Shickerling, K Gaunt.
Back Row L–R: Mr J Cook (Master-in-Charge), M Fourie, C Potgieter, Mr C Stephens (Coach).
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The U19C and D teams had a very successful
season. Several schools withdrew their teams from
important fixtures without prior warning, but we
made the most of all opportunities to compete.
It was always entertaining to watch Evan Havenga,
Ricardo Carbonatto, Dale Smith, Jeannot Blum and
Alex Higgins argue over who most deserved to play
in the first position for the team. I thank David Joubert
and Charl Reyneke who were always willing to help
out and to stand in whenever they were needed.
One of the most memorable fixtures was that
against the DSG first team. Bogosi Moloisane and

his team-mates fought manfully, and their matches
were a joy to watch. Fortunately, Boys High won 4–2
and 6–0 against the young ladies.
Eldoraigne forfeited all their matches, resulting
in a default win for PBHS. Unfortunately we lost
against Uitsig, by only one point overall, which cost
us the league.
Other results were 5–1 and 4–2 against Midstream,
and 6–0 against Willowridge.
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Squash U19 C and D

Ms Sarah Heuer
Coach

Squash U16A
Our A,B and C teams were entered in the A leagues
where we played as full strength teams. The A team
came second behind Menlo Park A team with our B
team taking third place. In the B league, our D team
came second. These results indicate that the U16 age
group has depth with our ability to field five teams
and they have quality as seen by the results. What
is also impressive is that Marco Fourie and Cleland
Potgieter were playing for the first team and were
therefore unavailable for the league matches.
The full strength A team played against St
Andrew’s from Bloemfontein and won 12 games to
11 in an even, tightly contested match. They played
Grey College the next day and won 3-2.
A sign of the increasing interest in the game of
squash has been the number of U16 players who
have entered for the local tournaments where they

have performed well. Players who were particularly
impressive in their performances in the league were:
Shane McLachlan Henning Holtzhausen, Cuan
Verhage , Keith van Niekerk, Jason Lazarus, Kyle and
Jared Schoeman and Justin Flemmer, all of whom
have a bright future in the senior ranks next year.
The trademark of the middle to lower order
team players was their never-say-die attitude on
the court and their commitment to improving their
game. Some of the players still need to learn that the
“finer” shots that require less pace and more finesse
are equally important in winning a match. Robert
Baker has stood out in terms of his desire to improve
and the progress that he has made.
M. Smith
Manager and Coach

Squash U14C, D and E
We got oﬀ to a good start when six teams of boys joined
up, many of whom were beginners. With Mr Cook’s
coaching these boys went from strength to strength,
practising on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Ferdi Louw,
who had never played squash before, was promoted
from the E to the C team and continues to improve.
We commend Aaron Land, Ariel Taverner, Sebastian
Kingsley, Reanu Herandien, Jarod Hammand, Zac

Steyn and Keanu da Silva for their dedication to the
league teams. When the Northerns League began
in May, we were able to enter six teams. The U14D
team came second in the Northerns League, narrowly
losing to the Menlo Park B team.
Ms Tarryn Thompson
Coach
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Swimming
Once again, the Pretoria Boys High swimming team
has enjoyed an incredibly successful swimming
season. Under the leadership of our captain, Dylan
Dawson, and vice captain, Robert HarringtonJohnson, we achieved a hat-trick, equalling the
successes of the 2011 season. We won the Pretoria A
League Inter-High Gala and both the Johannesburg
Inter-High Individual and Relay Galas.
The swimming season was characterised by change
– which was inevitable and necessary. As far back as
February 2011, Mrs Roode and I started working on
several changes which we wanted to implement in
the 2012 swimming season:
• Changes to our dress code at galas.
• Colour-coded caps which were worn at the InterHouse Gala.
• A code of conduct which was strictly adhered to
throughout the season.
• New colours’ times which were drawn up
in accordance with Level 3 times and Senior
Nationals times.
U14
50m Backstroke
Junior Individual Medley Relay
Junior 200m Freestyle
Senior 200m Freestyle
Senior Individual Medley Relay
Senior 400m Freestyle
Junior 400m Freestyle

• We swam in galas in which we had never swum
before, viz. the November 2011 gala at Menlo Park
against Cape schools, Paul Roos Gymnasium, Paarl
Gymnasium, as well as Potchefstroom Gymnasium.
• The biggest change was the new format of the
school Swimming Championship Gala. We
determined that the School Champs Gala as we
had come to know it, had to change, and we were
delighted when we were given permission to
combine our gala with Pretoria High School for Girls.
For the first time ever, bronze, silver and
gold medals were awarded to the swimmers
for every event. There was huge spectator
support and from a swimming point of view,
the gala was a massive success. The swimmers
responded positively to the challenges in the
pool and some exceptional swims took place.
For us this was a magical shift upwards – the boys
spurred one another on, challenged one another
and performed superbly. The following new
records were set:

Jason Reynders
Neil Fair
Neil Fair
Oostewald van Niekerk
Adam Small
Mark Greyling
Neil Fair

31,82
2.22,73
2.09,96
2.04,63
2.19,58
4.33,25
4.38,53

Victores Ludorum announced after the school
Swimming Championships were as follows:
U14
U15
U16
U17
Open

Jason Reynders
Neil Fair
Brendon Fekete
Phillip Roux
Marc Greyling

54 points
63 points
51 points
56 points
66 points

Our Inter-House Gala once again proved to be a
highlight on the Pretoria swimming calendar. Every
house was easily identifiable with each swimmer
wearing a cap in his house’s colours. The evening
also provided us with some exceptional swims and
several school records were broken:
U14
50m
U15
100m
U16
100m
Open 100m
U14
50m
Open 100m
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Backstroke
Backstroke
Backstroke
Backstroke
Breaststroke
Breaststroke

Kade Chapman pushing hard

Jason Reynders
Neil Fair
Brendon Fekete
Marc Greyling
Ryen van Wyk
Robert Harrington-Johnson

31,79
1.04,33
1.04,47
1.03,24
34,71
1.06,76

Most Promising Swimmer
1. Pablo Talbot, our lost-and-found swimmer who
swam for us in Form I. In Form II he focused on
cricket and returned to swimming in Form III.
He almost broke the school record for the 100m
freestyle event at Inter-House. He went from
strength to strength during this season.
2. Dane Neeb had not swum for the school before,
although we were aware of his life saving
achievements. He joined the team this year and
soon improved his times so much that he became
a force to be reckoned with, and an invaluable
member of the relay team.
3. Daniel Human joined the swimming team by

filling up a relay team when the Form IVs were on
camp in 2011. This year he started training with
Emile de Bruin and did very well in backstroke
and butterfly.
Most Improved Swimmer
These awards were made to swimmers who
since the previous season, had shown significant
improvement in their times, and had made a
significant contribution to the success of the team.
These are mature swimmers who have a strong
mental and physical approach to the sport.

SPORT

Another change which was implemented this
year was the number of awards given to swimmers
at the end of the swimming season. In consultation
with Emile de Bruin, our coach, we decided to
acknowledge the eﬀorts of those boys who had just
started swimming, as well as the best junior and
senior swimmers, and the achievements of those
boys who had swum at Senior National level. The
following awards were made at the Summer Sports
dinner:

The Most Improved Swimmers awards:
1. Marco Cameron – who swam well last year, but
excelled at butterfly this year, by winning various
events. He also achieved Half Colours for this
event.
2. Milan Swart – who achieved Full Colours and is
a strong, consistent 50 metre freestyle swimmer.
3. Duane van den Heever – for his improvement in
his 100 metre backstroke times.
Best Junior Swimmer was shared by Neil Fair and
Ryen van Wyk. Neil excelled this year, changing from

Swimming

Front Row L–R: Mrs D Roode, R Cameron, R Harrington-Johnson (Vice-Captain), D Dawson (Captain), M Greyling, A Small, Mrs H Gioia.
Second Row L–R: P Talbot, J Reynders, D Human, A Kemp, P Roux, D Fourie, M Swart, C Beyers, N Fair, M Cameron, D Stocks.
Back Row L–R: D Grobler, D Engelbrecht, S Frost, J Swanepoel, D van den Heever, B Fekete, R van Wyk, C Howard, R Fair, M Janse van Rensburg.
Absent: O van Niekerk, D Swart, R Buys-du Plessis, M Anderson, N McNerney, K Stratford, D Neeb, N Duarte.
The Pretorian
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being a good swimmer to an extraordinary swimmer
in all his strokes. Unfortunately, Ryen van Wyk was
not able to participate in the Junior Indiviual Medley
at any Inter-High, because only one swimmer
may swim this event. However, Ryen had already
achieved Half Colours in Form I – a remarkable
achievement. He improved his Individual Medley
time at the Level 3 gala by 10 seconds and we are
looking forward to his performance in the coming
season.
Best Senior Swimmer: We have several outstanding
swimmers in the Form III to 5 age group, but for his
exceptional level of performance and the variety
of strokes which he swims, all at a very high level,
the award was made to Phillip Roux. On several
occasions, we were able to win relays thanks to his
superb swims on the last leg of the relay.
The Kurz Trophy was awarded to Adam Small – a
swimmer of note who adhered to the ethos of the
Boys High team, and who supported the team to
the best of his ability throughout the season. Even
though he has been a very good swimmer during
his 5 years at Boys High, he really surprised us
this year by improving his level even more. He
swam some hard events back-to-back in Inter-High
galas, and surprised both friend and foe in the
School Championships Gala with his outstanding
performances.
Our final award is a new award for the highest
achievement based on both school and SA Swimming
criteria. This is awarded for the highest points scored
for an event in which a senior national qualifying
time has been swum. Here we have two worthy
contenders: Robert Harrington-Johnson had three
high scores for three of his breaststroke events. Phillip
Roux achieved very high scores in both his butterfly
and freestyle events. The highest score of just over 800
points was achieved by Phillip Roux, with Robert less
than ten points behind him.
An overview of the season: The Alan Burt Top Ten
Schools Gala was held at Ellis Park and, once again, it
proved a humbling experience of our team. Durban’s

Westville Boys High dominated almost every event,
but we must acknowledge some superb swimming
on the part of Robert Harrington-Johnson, who
swam four 50m sprints virtually back-to-back. This
is an exhausting feat but, most interestingly, Robert’s
times improved with each swim, so that by the time
he had swum his fourth 50m swim, he had swum an
Honours’ time.
Robert is a young man who, throughout his five
years at Boys High has been an exceptional team
swimmer, totally dedicated and committed to both
the sport and the team. He has set a superb example
of swimming excellence to his fellow team members
and we wish him well in his swimming career.
The Pretoria A League Inter-High Gala is always
an event to which the boys look forward with great
excitement and enthusiasm. It is a noisy, busy aﬀair
with girls everywhere to distract us and to take our
attention oﬀ the matter at hand – namely, winning the
gala with as much dignity as possible.
Perhaps we were over-confident, having beaten
Aﬃes on several occasions at the weekly Johannesburg
galas, so that when we were disqualified in a relay
race, it was announced that we were in fact coming
third behind Aﬃes and Menlopark. Boys High boys
love nothing better than a challenge of this nature and
swam their hearts out. Aﬃes, however, continued
to dominate the freestyle relays, until they too were
disqualified in the very last event of the day – the
open 4 x 50m freestyle relay. When the final results
were read, we had won the gala by 1 point. We were
ecstatic!
This result, however, is evidence of the fact that
we need to continue to be vigilant, to work harder,
to become more eﬃcient in the water and as a team,
to become more dynamic. We cannot aﬀord to be
complacent, as there are too many schools whose
dream it is to beat us.
As a challenge to the team of 2013, I invite you to set
your goals higher, to aim to narrow the gap between
us and Westville Boys High, to beat Grey College
when we meet them at Aﬃes, to have a Boys High

Robert Harrington-Johnson receives the victor’s trophy for School House

All airborne!
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is quite the most dedicated, knowledgeable and
organised person to work with. She did a sterling job
this season. We thank Mr Reeler and Mr Housdon for
their enthusiastic support of our sport and for their
encouragement.
Finally, we thank our captain, Dylan Dawson, and
the 2012 leaving group, for all that they have done
for our sport for the past five years. Their discipline
and devotion to swimming, and their determination
to achieve excellence both for the team and for
themselves are attributes which will serve them well
in the future. It has been an honour and a privilege
working with all of them.
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boy win the Victor Ludorum award at the Pretoria
Inter-High, to improve both levels of fitness and our
skills as a team. The greatest disservice we can do to
ourselves and to PBHS swimming is to believe that
there is no room for improvement.
A successful season such as the one which we
have enjoyed would not have been possible without
the enormous eﬀort of a large number of people.
We thank Ferdi and Cathy Louw, for all their hard
work supplying refreshments at all the galas and for
organising the braai at our school Championships
Gala. We thank the swimming staﬀ, particularly
Henk Dorlas, Ursula Naudé, Alex Bolduc, Pieter de
Wet and Bianca Nel, who worked tirelessly to ensure
that every gala was run professionally. The success
of the season was due largely to Denise Roode who

Mrs Heather Gioia
Master in Charge
Honours
R Harrington-Johnson
P Roux
Full Colours
M Greyling
R Cameron
M Swart
D Dawson
Half Colours
R Fair
L Fisher
N Fair
C Beyers
N Mcnerney
J Swanepoel
D Swart

1

2

A Small
D Van Den Heever
B Fekete
O Van Niekerk

P Talbot
D Neeb
M Cameron
R Van Wyk
A Kemp
N Duarte

1. Brendon Fekete – all stations go!
2. One more stroke to victory – Phillip Roux
3. Camaraderie in the candle race

3
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Swimming

1

2
1. A wall of enthusiastic supporters
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3
2. Awaiting starter’s orders at the Inter-House Gala

3. A perfect start!

This has been a year of heartbreaking losses
and glorious victories. The First and Second teams
managed to win their respective leagues. For the
First Team this involved beating favourites, Aﬃes,
and the ever-competitive Zwartkops.
The most important fixtures are those which take
place at the national festivals with the top schools in
South Africa competing for the prize. The tennis there
is always of the higest calibre and this year the team
rose to the challenge with some good results. The best
of these was the 5–4 victory over St Stithians College
at the Paul Roos Festival in Stellenbosch. The fixture
was decided in a tie-break between the number one
doubles pairs with the team scores tied at 4–4.
Throughout my five years at PBHS tennis has

given me the opportunity to meet people and to
travel about the country. The experiences oﬀ-court
are almost more important than those on-court.
They have helped the team to grow as people and
have supplied life-long memories.
What made the team of 2012 diﬀerent was that
we were not only team-mates, but best friends. This
resulted in a unique team chemistry.
We thank Mrs Müller, our manager and fitness
coach, and especially our coach, Mr Gerald Stoﬀberg,
whose expertise and mentoring made us who we
are, for putting up with us, and for all their eﬀorts.

Pretoria League
Six junior and six senior teams were entered in the
Pretoria League.
Our senior First and Second teams won the
Gauteng Senior A and B Leagues this year.
All our teams posted winning percentages in their
respective leagues.

the social club on a weekly basis (those boys who
have not been selected for a team) depending on the
season, as tennis clashes with other sports.

Johannesburg League
The First Team travels to Johannesburg every Friday
during the first and fourth terms in order to compete
in the Gauteng Central League. We beat Saints, St
Benedicts, Northcliﬀ and St Davids, and lost to
Aﬃes.
Festivals
Paul Roos – We finished fifth out of twelve teams.
Easter Saints Festival – We finished fourth out of
eight teams.
Menlopark Festival – We finished fourth out of eight
teams.
Grey College – We finished fifth out of ten teams.

SPORT

Tennis

Michael Ingham
Captain

Club Tennis
We have at least twenty boys who play weekend
league for their respective clubs in the Pretoria
Senior Men’s League.
Personal Achievements
Courtney Lock represented Zimbabwe in the African
Junior Cup.
Zander Kotze and Anthony Micklesfield both
represented Gauteng North at Inter-Provincial.

U15 National Junior Festival
We hosted this tournament and we finished third
out of twelve teams.

Vision for the future
The tennis foundation is very strong. All players
attend a two-hour squad session at which they are
coached.
For 2013 we have planned extra training sessions
and we will be exploring the opportunities.
Because of the very technical nature of tennis, it
is diﬃcult to create a top first team player during
his five years of high school, so it is imperative that
the basic skills of young boys coming into PBHS be
improved.

Social Club
There are between thirty and forty boys who attend

Mr Gerald Soﬀberg
Coach

The Pretorian
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Senior Tennis

Front Row L–R: C Lock, N Joshi, M Ingham, D Haasbroek, Z Kotze.
Back Row L–R: Mrs E Müller (Manager), T van Rie, N Dunkley, B Badi, A Micklesfield, Mr G Stoﬀberg (Coach).

Junior champion 2012 – Talic Jamela
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Senior champion 2012 – Courtney Lock

5–4
7–2
1–8
3–6
1–8
3–6
8–1
8–1
3–6
5–4

4–5
5–4
6–3
4–5
3–6

Zander Kotze – focused on the shot against Aﬃes in a league match

SPORT

Johannesburg League
Beat St Stithians
Beat Northcliff
Lost to Affies
Lost to St Benedicts
Paul Roos Festival
Lost to Affies
Lost to Grey College
Beat Cradock
Beat Stellenbosch Hoër
Lost to St Benedicts
Beat St Stithians
Finished 6th
Saints Festival
Lost to St Benedicts
Beat Affies
Beat Grey
Lost to St Stithians
Lost to Clifton
Finished 4th
Gauteng North League
First team won A League
Second team won B League

Menlopark Festival
Beat Potch Gym
Lost to Marais Viljoen
Beat Menlopark
Lost to Affies
Finished 5th
Grey Festival
Beat Paarl Boys
Lost to Paul Roos
Beat Kearsney
Lost to Grey College
Finished 5th
U15 National Festival hosted at PBHS
Beat Waterkloof
Beat Invitational Team
Beat Nelspruit
Lost to Paul Roos Gym
Beat Grey College
Finished 3rd
Colours Awards
Half Colours
A Micklesfield
B Badi
Full Colours
C Lock
N Joshi
Z Kotze
D Haasbroek
M Ingham

Tristan van Rie – ready to execute the perfect backhand stroke
The Pretorian
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Table Tennis
Table Tennis has enjoyed another successful year.
The players were very dedicated, which is evident
in our results. We won the A-league in a tie with
the Chinese School, and the B-league won all their
matches, which led to our having won the league
four years in succession.
We started with trials for Form I pupils. During
February, Kuda Mhurure, our coach, and three boys
went to Zimbabwe to participate in the Prince Edward
tournament. Two of the three boys received certificates.
During March we held our first tournament in the
gymnasium. Nine schools participated. Two South
African champions demonstrated the skill required
at international level. The second tournament took
place during May.
The league took place during the second term,
when our boys gave of their best. Three boys
received Colours this year: Calvin Weyers (Form V),
Shaquil Sutton (Form IV) and Kevin van der Colﬀ
(Form IV).

Tournament at Prince Edward High School, Zimbabwe 18–20 February. Robert
Focke, Oscar Huang , Alex Choi.

During the second half of the year we hosted a
team from Zimbabwe, whom Mr Harvey kindly
accommodated in School House. After showing
them about Pretoria, we enjoyed a tournament and
ended with a dinner at Menlyn.
It was unfortunate that we were unable to take
part in the SA trials due to a misunderstanding
with the Gauteng North organisers, but we hope to
participate again next year.
At the beginning of the third term, six players
joined the annual multi-discipline encounter with
Grey College.
I thank Oscar Huang (captain) and Shaquil Sutton
(vice-captain) for their contribution. I thank Kuda
Mhurure, Mr Chan Dowra and Mr Zakes Jiyane for
their help with matches and their supervision of
practices.
Mrs Annette Floor
Master in Charge

Tournament 13 May Participating Schools: Prince Edward School
Zimbabwe, Pretoria Chinese School, High Performance Centre, Pretoria
Boys High School.

Tournament 13 May Certificate Ceremony: Robert Focke, Calvin Weyers and coach, Kuda Mhurure
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Pretoria Schools’ Tournament 17 March (Patricipating schools: Pretoria High School for Girls, Pretoria Chinese School, Hoërskool Waterkloof,
Hoërskool Oos-Moot, Girls High Performance Centre)
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Water Polo 1st Team
The 2011/2012 season marked the beginning of a new
phase for water polo at Boys High. Having tasted
victory for the first time at the SACS tournament
in 2011 – and indeed for the first time at a major
tournament for some time – Boys High water polo
took bold steps into unknown territory. Having
firmly established ourselves as a powerhouse of
school boy water polo in 2011, the driving force
behind these bold new steps was a striving for
sustainability: our aim has been to keep us at the top
of the pile, and to put structures in place to ensure
that we remain there.
A 3rd place at the Grey Bloem tournament (Boys
High’s second best result there ever), a 6th place at the
KES tournament, and a 3rd place at the SACS tournament
(Boys High’s third best result there ever) meant that we
ended the season ranked 5th in the country. While we all
believe that we could have done better, it is a healthy
position for a coach to be complaining about being
ranked in the top 5 in the country. It is an indication that
water polo is on the right track at Boys High, and that
the structures which have led to our recent successes
are functioning healthily. (We are perhaps the most
consistent open side in the country, having ranked 2nd,
1st, and 3rd at the last three SACS tournaments!).
I could not have asked for a better group of players. I
coached the current group of matrics in their U16 year,
when they produced a record of 43 wins and only 1 loss.
As a result, I knew exactly what to expect from them.
They never failed to deliver on those expectations, and
often exceeded them.
The side was captained by Cameron Anthony and
Mathew Harris. No coach could dream of a more
dynamic leadership core – Cameron’s embodiment of
calm and level headedness, and Mathew’s relentless
drive and demand ensured that the team almost always
delivered their best. Cameron began the season as our
starting centre back; a position he had played excellently
for most of his water polo career. I demanded positional
switches from him whenever we were faced with
diﬀerent challenges and ‘Bambi’ never failed to deliver.
More often than not playing outside his comfort zone,
Cameron was a constant reminder of the importance of
the adage “to lead by example”. Mathew, while not a
natural swimmer, possesses an uncanny ability to read a
water polo game – something which cannot be coached.
As a result, Mat always led our counter-attacking
movements, setting the tone for our high-paced oﬀence
and turning oﬀensive errors by our opponents into
defensive nightmares which they struggled to handle.
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Being perhaps the most explosive player in the side,
Mat’s season was characterised by winning crucial
moments for us and scoring clutch goals when they
mattered most.
Alan De Beyer occupied the most important position
in the pool – goalkeeper. Whether or not Boys High
has seen a better goalkeeper than Alan is questionable.
Extraordinarily talented and possessing a keen
understanding of the game and unparalleled intensity,
Alan shouldered massive responsibilities, often being
single-handedly responsible for key results. Most
memorable amongst these was the save which Alan
made in our quarter-final penalty shoot-out at SACS
against Saints. We had scored our first five penalties,
and Alan needed to save Saints’ fifth attempt to put
us through to the semi-finals. As the crowd held their
breath, Alan rose in defiance to make one of the surest
penalty saves I have ever seen. Such is Alan’s ability as
a goalkeeper that South African water polo lies at his
feet – and he can become whatever he chooses if he puts
his mind to it.
Barry Van Jaarsveld was an enigma, being the
calmest personality out of the water, but by far the most
aggressive in the water. Barry never yielded a yard in the
pool, and opponents defending or attacking against him
faced torrid tests of patience and drive. An unorthodox
player in many ways, Barry used every trick in the book
in order to get the better of opponents.
I have coached Dean De La Rey some time. I can
throw him into the pool at any stage of any game
with full confidence that he will do what is required.
Possessing one of the lowest error rates in the team,
Dean was excellent on defence, and possessed an
uncanny oﬀensive ability to unlock almost any opposing
defence. Almost always making the best decisions, and
producing game-changing moments almost at will,
Dean was the team’s Mr Dependable.
Adam Nunn possesses big match temperament, the
likes of which I would be privileged to coach again.
Adam started the season as a bit-part player, but grew
into a game-changer as the season wore on. Adam
came out on top of key contests during big moments
more often than not, making steals and decisions which
changed the courses of important matches. Having the
courage to step up to the plate when I asked who wanted
to take the last penalty in our quarter-final shoot-out at
SACS was awe-inspiring. (Two of our penalty takers
were cap oﬀ by that stage.) In true Adam Nunn fashion,
he buried the penalty with aplomb in front of a huge
crowd and a nervous bench.

of Gibraltar’, grew into the centre-back position as the
season progressed. He is now beyond question one of
the best defensive players in school boy water polo,
having an uncanny understanding of body positioning
and timing. Possessing a lethal shooting arm, he is no
slouch on oﬀence either, and now needs only to work
on balancing the two facets of his game more eﬀectively.
Next year will be an important year for Boys High
water polo, and we will look to these three Form IVs
as well as the new generation of first team players to
continue driving our growth. They include Khumo
Mokale (who will be captain), Kayd Chapman, Ethan
Louw, and Rupert Louw.
The sustainability towards which we have been
working is already evident in the youth now present in
our first team. Next year, we will be restructuring water
polo at the school with the aim of greater success at the
open level, and increased development at the youth
level, in order to keep pace with the rest of the country.
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Robert Thomas played the season in style. Much
like Adam, Rob grew in stature throughout the year,
eventually becoming one of our most important oﬀensive
players. His shooting ability, while unorthodox, became
highly eﬀective. (Rob scored one of our five penalties
against Saints in the SACS quarter-final without having
played a minute during regulation time of the game).
Whenever the side needed to up the ante oﬀensively, I
would turn to Rob without hesitation.
There are three Form IVs who deserve recognition
for the roles which they have played. Connor Henry,
perhaps the most tactically astute player in the team,
and our starting left hander, controlled most phases
of our game. Making stellar oﬀensive decisions and
nothing short of a general in defence, Connor played a
massive role in the shape, flow, and style of our game.
Kyle Gibson is prodigious talent personified. Having
been selected for the junior national side, Kyle was our
oﬀensive mainstay throughout the season, producing a
steady stream of goals and special moments. Possessing
unmatched ability, Kyle must channel that ability in
the best direction possible. Lumardt Senekal, our ‘Rock

Dennis Webster
Coach

1st Water Polo Team

Front Row L–R: C Henry, A de Beyer, C Anthony (Captain), Mr D Webster (Coach), M Harris (Captain), B van Jaarsveld, K Gibson.
Back Row L–R: R Louw, B Giddy, L Senekal, G O’Brien, D del la Rey, R Thomas, A Nunn, Mr C Smit (Master-in-Charge).
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Water Polo
Water Polo 2nd Team
It has been a privilege to coach the Second Team this
season. From the first practice to the end of our last
game the boys gave of their best in every respect.
The fourth term season is not the longest, but it was
most enjoyable.
After the matrics had left and the Form IVs had
moved up, I knew that I had a team of eager boys
who were willing to give their all. We had some
good wins, particularly against KES and Aﬃes, and

narrow losses to Jeppe and St Johns – a game in
which we out-played and out-swam the opposition,
but did not manage to finish.
I thank the boys for their consistent eﬀort and
enthusiasm, and Cornelius and Denis for trying to
make our lives as coaches a little easier.
Mr Bjorn Appelgryn
Coach

Old boy Dennis Farrell making a pass. Old Boys Day

Water Polo 3rd Team
A team’s success should not be measured by the
number of games which they have won. This is true
of the 3rd Team. During the first term our matches
resulted most often in wins or in only narrow defeats
against other schools’ 2nd teams. During the fourth
term we were prone to defeats.
During the first term, the team managed to beat
many of the 2nd teams against which they played.
The general attitude and interest shown by the boys
kept them motivated and driven, making them one
of the best 3rd teams in the country.
The fourth term however, was a diﬀerent matter
The majority of the boys who were in the 3rd Team
during the first term were taken by the 2nd Team after
the matrics had left. They were replaced by boys
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who, although perhaps not as experienced, showed
that with a bit of hard work, a team can improve
significantly over a short period of time. The team
was made up of 4th Team players, social players, and
five players who had never before played water polo.
Despite these challenges, the boys managed to keep
the scores down to small defeats whilst occasionally
shining a bit more than expected, especially with the
help of Jordan and Mitch. They led the team for most
of the season and often ended up playing for the
seconds as well as the thirds.
It was a pleasure to coach the 3rd Team this season.
Cameron Thomson
Coach

I started coaching the U16s only this year. I was
immediately impressed by the level of skills within
the team. The season started well with an almost
unbeaten half year apart from the narrow loss
against Saints and a draw against Aﬃes. Many of
the players were noticed in these matches, and were
moved up to play for the First Team. The latter part
of the year produced results, with a few more losses
than at the beginning of the year. All the games,
however, included many moments of brilliance. I

have no doubt that many more of the boys will play
for the first team in the future. Of all of the teams
that I have coached, this team is by far the most
spirited, enthusiastic and comic, being able always
to find the positive in every situation. I look forward
to seeing them in the coming years and wish them
all the best in their water polo careers.

Robert Thomas putting the St Stithians defender under pressure

Dean de la Rey in action against St Stithians
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Water Polo U16A

Kyle-Mark Middleton
Coach

Water Polo U16B
The U16B team was full of promise. Although we did
not win many games, I was extremely proud of the
boys. They showed guts and character when it came to
diﬃcult practices and matches and I believe that many
of the players in the team have the potential to play at a

higher level. We ended the season with an impressive
performance against St John’s, drawing the game.
Marcio da Silva
Coach

Water Polo U16C and D
This season produced a mixed bag of results. As a
team, the boys worked hard but the scores did not
always reflect this. Performances were inconsistent
to say the least, and as a coach it was frustrating not
to know which team was going to play on any given
match day.
The spirit within the team was good. Most of
the boys at this level play the sport for the joy of
it, and the enjoyment with which they played was
plain to see. A large number of boys were ‘new’,
having never before played polo. One or two even
had to be taught to swim before they could play! I
find this very encouraging. I believe that it is very
important for all young men to be involved in sport,
particularly a team sport, and it was a pleasure to
watch the growth in confidence engendered by a bit
of strenuous physical activity and by belonging to a
team. I must say also that it takes no small measure
of courage to dive into a polo pool when one cannot
swim really well.
Ironically, for me, the game of the year was a

loss. A combined PBHS U16C/D team took on a
St Johns U16A/B combination. It should not have
been a contest, but somehow we found ourselves
ahead. Every boy gave his all, and then somehow
managed to find a little extra. It was almost enough.
St Johns came from behind to score two goals in the
last thirty seconds to claim a 9–8 win. Credit to them
for keeping their heads, but I was extremely proud
of my boys for the spirit and passion shown. I could
not ask for more.
I thank Mr Christie for his input and enthusiasm
as co-coach, Mr Smit for organising IPL and InterSchool fixtures, and the parents who supported their
sons. Lastly, I thank the boys. I enjoyed the season
and it was a pleasure spending time with them.
Player of the season:
Cameron Wilkinson
Most improved player: Stuart McCallum-Brown
Mr Craig McBride
Coach
The Pretorian
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Water Polo U15A
This team is one of the top U15 water polo sides in
the country. They are full of surprises – at times they
play well below their potential and at other times
they are unstoppable. It has been a privilege to
coach this team again this year. Every player brings
a diﬀerent dimension to the games and practice
sessions. They all have the same goal in mind, and
are willing to give their all in order to attain it.
Although it was not always easy-going at practice,
I hope that they enjoyed the sessions as much as I
did. I have seen them grow from strength to strength
as individuals and as a team. They flew the Boys
High flag high every weekend and did their school
proud. With their never-say-die attitude, they are a
team to be reckoned with.
It is my goal to coach and to guide every player
to be the best he possibly can be, so it was a great
reward for me to see that more then 70% of the North
Gauteng water polo team was made up of members
of this team.
The players:
Gareth Fee: Gareth is a very good goal keeper, and
a huge asset to his team with his very good one-onone goal saves. If he works on his passing he will be
a great asset to water polo.
Quintin Claassen: Although he was injured during
the season he bounced back very strongly, showing
what an admirable attitude he has. Quintin was an
asset to the team and contributed significantly. He
will go a long way in water polo if he keeps up his
hard work.
Martin Schürmann: Martin was called up to the A
side only late in the season. He shows great potential,
but sometimes he lacks confidence in the water.
James Neser: James is one of the smallest boys in the
team but he has the biggest heart. He is a very hard
worker, which has improved his game significantly.

Shawn Alimohammadi: Shawn is the most
improved player in the team. He has one of the best
defensive games.
Rupert Louw: A player with great understanding
and an excellent reader of the game. Rupert is an
extraordinary player with enormous talent. He is
making a huge impact in the 1st Team.
Dylan Grobler: With his superior fitness levels
Dylan has been an asset to the team.
Reenen Buys-Du Plessis: A very hard worker, Reenen
gave his all with every opportunity. He sometimes
lacks confidence, but this will improve as he gains
more experience.
Marco Cameron: Marco has a very natural technique;
he is the best shot in the team.
Tyne Potgieter: Tyne is an honest, loyal, passionate
player. His game has improved remarkably during
the last few months.
Dillon Cromhout: Dillon has moments of brilliance
but at times lacks confidence. He always asks
questions about improving his game.
Joshua Smith: One of the newer players in the team,
Joshua is a valuable team member. His game will
improve with experience.
Dillon Pirie: Dillon is undoubtedly one of the
strongest players, with an extremely hard shot. He
has improved significantly since the U14 level.
Lloyd Havenga: Lloyd has a daunting one-on-one
defence, is a powerful attacker and a well balanced
player. We missed his presence in the pool when he
was injured, but he was always on the pool deck,
encouraging his team-mates.
I thank the parents of these boys for their support
throughout the season. It is greatly appreciated.

Coach Dennis Webster sharing his wisdom during a time-out.

Jordan Williams in mid-air
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Matthias Niebuhr
Coach

Captain : Brandon Mitchell
Every team wants and enjoys the accolade: Unbeaten
for a season! It was a close call. We went into the
last game of the season having vanquished all the B
teams which we had played. All that stood between
us and the clean sweep was St John’s. When we
found ourselves 4-6 down at the end of the match
we doubted our chances in a tough match which
see-sawed right to the end.
If one were to name a player of the season it
would have to be Daniel Fryer, for his excellent
goalie work. Daniel’s quick pass down the pool
often saw us scoring a goal. The B team is always a
breeding ground for up-and -coming A team talent,
and Martin Schurmann and Pieter Brune were
called up to a well-deserved place in the A team
towards the end of the season. Jarod Els became
known as the “Sling-shot” due to his strong arm
shots. Other regular members of the team were:
Daniel Anthony, Luke Anthony, Dylan Jennings,

Carlo Drepaniotis, Ryan Bradshaw, Neil John Lord,
Sinclair Rencken.
The tally for the season was 76 goals for and 37
goals against - an excellent ratio. The strength of the
team lay in the equal division of labour amongst all
players by spending equal amounts of time in the
water, which ensured that relatively fresh legs were
attacking the opposition.
The game of the season was played against St
David’s when we were 4–0 down at the end of the
first chukka. The team fired back and won the match
9-5.
A refreshing characteristic of the team was their
lack of criticism; they always encouraged one
another and worked as a team towards a common
goal. It was a pleasure working with the team. Their
commitment will stand them in good stead.
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Water Polo U15B

Mr Mark Smith
Coach

Water Polo U15C
This was an exciting season. Even though we did not
get the results for which we were hoping, when we
narrowly lost to KES (8-3) and to St Johns (10-7), the
players played with heart and never dropped their
heads. It is not possible to choose any players who
stood out, for at every practice and in every match the
boys made a great team eﬀort. I thank Darren Petzer
for his captaincy; he always led by example and, no
matter how demanding the situation, he gave his all.
I thank the U15D team players for all their help.
Having six players moved up to B team before
the KES match had the team rattled; however, the
D team players played hard and had no problem
fitting in with the C team game plan.
The match of the season was that against St Stithians.

Jordan Williams in mid-air

One of the top water polo schools in the country had
no answer to our U15C team. We won the game 101. I had been expecting celebrations during the team
talk after such an incredible game, but instead the boys
were upset that they had let one goal in.
The team was always willing to improve. After
many games I was surrounded by questions such
as, “How can I improve?” or “ What did I do wrong
there?” It is always a pleasure to hear questions
such as these, because it shows that players have
commitment.
I have enjoyed coaching the C team this season.
Mr K Bogiages
Coach

Jordan Williams in mid-air
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Water Polo U15D
I was appointed to coach the U15D water polo team
during the latter part of the season. I have been
impressed by the talent of these boys and, if they
work hard, I expect to see a few of them playing for
the First Team in the near future.
Due to the number of water polo teams at Boys High,
we had diﬃculty in organising games for them. We
started the season by losing to the NTS U15 girls’ team

who were fitter and better organised than we were. By
the end of the season we had redeemed ourselves. We
had two losses, one draw and three wins.
I thank Krati Bogiages for his assistance, and the
boys for their hard work.
Mr Matthew Currie
Coach

Water Polo U14A
“Strive for progress, not for perfection” – this
statement sums up the season. No one can say that
the results were good enough or that they were
deserved, but the team’s progress was outstanding.
The only problem was that the boys were
inconsistent. Moments of brilliance which were
followed by sloppy play plagued the team and led
to losses to Saints, Aﬃes and Saint Johns.
The best performances were against our 16B
team and the whitewash against KES. The boys
had to struggle against the U16B players who were
physically stronger and who have been playing
for three times longer. In both matches the U14 A
team came out on top - the second match being
considerably closer, for the team had to come from
behind and adjust to the new tactics used by the
U16B team. The match against KES was a flawless
performance which ended 7-0. If the team had
played like that against all the other teams they
would have been undefeated.
Three players who must be mentioned for their
performances are Chad Howard, MJ Anderson and
Tyler Verster. Chad Howard moved to goal keeper
after the first week of training and was outstanding

in the goals throughout the season, making some
extraordinary saves. I have never seen a better goal
keeper in this age group and he has set the bar very
high. MJ Anderson is the “go-to” player when the
team is on attack. He was often put under extreme
pressure and handled it well. His all-round game is
of the highest quality and I believe thathe is going to
be unstoppable if he continues to progress as he has
done. Tyler Verster was the most improved player.
Playing at centre-back he caused problems for every
centre-forward he played against, he read the game
incredibly well by knowing when to go on the break,
and scored some important goals. He gets better
with every game.
The performance of the team might not have been
the best of which they are capable, but the most
important achievement has been their progress. This
team has the potential to be one of the best in the
country. If the boys keep focused and keep pushing
themselves they will become an incredible force
when they reach 1st team.
JP Dumas
Coach

Water Polo U14B
The boys showed tremendous growth in character
and in skill, with many boys moving up or taking on
a leadership role in the team. The boys were always
eager and energetic; when it came to a hard training
set, they always persevered which is what led to
their run of wins and only a few very hard-fought
losses. The boys always showed true Boys High

spirit and dignity in winning and in losing. They are
truly a group of fine young men. I wish them success
in their water polo.
Travis Mitchell
Coach

Water Polo U14C
It has been a pleasure to teach this team. Although we
could not arrange many fixtures, there was a marked
improvement in understanding and playing of the
game. The team comprised a mixture of characters
who surprised me every day. They are a talented
team who have great potential. They know that hard
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work and dedication pay oﬀ. I thank Mrs Jones for
her support and help throughout the season, and
Sven Hacker for being an excellent captain.
Mr Jason Tunnell
Coach

SPORT
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2

3
1. Dean de la Rey in full flight – St Stithians College
2. The ever-composed head prefect, Connor Henry

4
3. The players look on as Kyle Gibson works his magic – St Stithians
4. Connor Henry controlling the game

Water Polo U14D
It has been a pleasure to coach the U14D team.
As a Boys High old boy, it was great to see that
even the smallest and youngest Boys High boys
still play with just as much heart and passion
as we did at their age. I thank the boys for their
commitment to practices, even though on some
weekend other schools could not provide a game

for us. The boys have shown much improvement
and I have no doubt that if they continue to work
hard and with dedication they will develop into
excellent players.
Mr B Anderson
Coach
The Pretorian
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